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IN REPUY REFER TO

United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
NEW MEXICO STATE OFFICE

P.O. BOX f 449
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

March 1980

Dear Citizen:

The release of this book initiates our last public review and comment
period for wilderness inventory in New Mexico. This is a significant
step toward our final decision as to which areas in this State will
be studied for possible inclusion into the National Wilderness
Preservation System. This final decision is scheduled for
September 1980.

This book displays , for your consideration, about 1 million acres
for proposed Wilderness Study Areas (WSA's). You are invited to

participate and submit your comments in writing or at the numerous
open houses, workshops and public meetings to be held throughout the
State. Details of how to comment are found in this book. We need
your comments by June 30, 1980.

We began the intensive wilderness inventory last July on 104 units
containing 2.2 million acres. Assistance from the public has been a

critical factor in our efforts to determine which units contain
wilderness characteristics. Once identified, Wilderness Study Areas
will be studied in our land-use planning process. When this occurs,
your assistance will be requested once again. During the study, the
planning system will be used to determine which land uses or
combination of uses are the best for any given area.

It is important to remember that all 2.2 million acres involved in

the intensive inventory , regardless of present WSA recommendations,
are protected from wilderness-impairing activities until officially
dropped from further wilderness consideration. This will not occur
until September 1980.

Once again, I would like to extend my thanks to all of you who have
provided important assistance to our wilderness inventory in
New Mexico. Your continued involvement will help assure our final
decisions are fair and accurate.

Sincerely yours,

Arthur W. Zimmer.

State Director
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INTRODUCTION

In this book, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in New Mexico
presents recommendations concerning those public lands which contain
wilderness characteristics and should, therefore, be studied for

possible wilderness designation. It also proposes that certain lands

lack wilderness characteristics and should be dropped from further
wilderness consideration. More detailed maps and information
concerning these lands are available from BLM offices upon request.
BLM's wilderness review process is mandated by Section 603 of the

Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976.

The "Wilderness Inventory Handbook," which explains the policy,
direction, procedures and guidelines for conducting the wilderness
inventory of the public lands, was published on September 17, 1978

by the Bureau of Land Management. A second book, "Interim Management
Policy and Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review," which

explains what activities may continue in wilderness inventory units

and those activities wMch may be restricted, was published by the

BLM on December 12, 1979. These books are also available at all BLM

offices in the State.

OVERVIEW OF BLM's WILDERNESS REVIEW PROCESS

The BLM's wilderness review process will be completed in three phases

as directed by Congress in Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act (FLPMA). These are: Inventory, Study and Reporting.

The .inventory phase has two parts, initial and intensive. This

wilderness review process is described as follows:

Phase 1 - INVENTORY: This is a two-step process which is

designed to identify those areas of the public lands containing
specific wilderness characteristics under criteria established by

Congress. Such areas are identified as Wilderness Study Areas (WSA's).

(a) INITIAL INVENTORY: At this stage those areas of the public
lands, which clearly and obviously did not have wilderness characteristics,
were identified. Information gained from public comments and existing
information were used in making this decision. (The Initial Inventory
Decision Book was published on July 9, 1979 and is available at all

BLM offices within the State.)
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Those areas found not to contain wilderness characteristics were no
longer considered for further inventory, and management restrictions
of Section 603(c) of FLPMA no longer apply. The remaining lands
continued into the next step: Intensive Inventory.

(b) INTENSIVE INVENTORY: Intensive field surveys were
conducted on 2.2 million acres of New Mexico public lands. (This
book displays the results of this effort.) Those lands judged to
contain wilderness characteristics are identified as Wilderness
Study Areas (WSA's). This means they will be studied to determine
their suitability or nonsuitability for wilderness designations.

Once identified as WSA's, management restrictions imposed by
Section 603(c) of FLPMA will continue to apply until a final
determination or selection as wilderness is made by Congress.
Those areas which do not have the required wilderness characteristics
are removed from further inventory and wilderness-related management
restrictions are lifted.

Phase 2 - STUDY: Once WSA's are identified, they will be
studied through the BLM land-use planning system. When this occurs,
all possible use of WSA's (e.g., grazing, wildlife habitat, mineral
development and wilderness) are evaluated to determine the highest
and best use of the area. This study is done with a great deal of
public input.

The result of the study phase will be a recommendation by the BLM
for each WSA as to whether the area is suitable or nonsuitable for
designation as "Wilderness." Management restrictions imposed by
Section 603(c) of FLPMA will still apply to all areas recommended
as suitable or nonsuitable, as only Congress can make the final
wilderness suitability decisions.

Phase 3 - REPORTING: Recommendations concerning suitability
made during the study phase will be submitted through the Secretary
of the Interior and the President to Congress. Mineral survey
reports, environmental statements and other data are submitted with
these recommendations. All reports must be submitted to the President
no later than October 21, 1991. Only Congress can designate an area
as part of the National Wilderness Preservation System.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE REVIEW PROCESS

Statewide Inventory

This book presents the recommendations from the "intensive" step
of the wilderness inventory process. The purpose of the "Intensive
Inventory" is to Identify public land areas with wilderness
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characteristics and designate them as Wilderness Study Areas.
Lands which are identified as lacking wilderness characteristics
are recommended to be dropped from further wilderness consideration.
Maps and detailed descriptions of all units undergoing intensive
inventory begin in Part II of this book.

Table I traces the New Mexico Wilderness Program from its beginnings
and summarized its present status. Table II summarizes the
recommendations for those public lands subjected to the intensive
inventory process.
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Summary Table I

Wilderness Review Process To Date*

DISTRICT

Total Statewide Albuquerque Socorro Las Cruces Roswel

1

Category Units Acres Units Acres Units Acres Units Acres Units Acres

Category I: (Sept. 1978)
Total public lands inventoried.

346

12,846,966
57

2,604,702
68

1,844,328
158

4,901,353
63

3,496,583

Category II: (July 1979)**
Inventory lands not recom-
mended for intensive inventory.

238

10,459,459
35

2,377,353
39

1,230,455
113

3,399,594
51

3,452,057

Category III: (July 1979)***

All lands subject to an
intensive inventory.

108

2,387,507
22

227,349
29

613,873
45

1,501,759
12

44,526

Category IV: *** Wilderness
study areas identified after
accelerated studies.

3

28,520
3

28,520

Category V: ** Units dropped
from further wilderness con-
sideration after accelerated
studies.

2

26,242
1

16,642
1

9,600

Category VI: ***

Instant Study Areas

3

119,506
1

115,000
1

4,146
1

360

*This table is a summary of final decisions within the wilderness review process.
**These lands are no longer subject to interim management policy.

***These lands are subject to interim management policy until a final decision concerning their disposal.



Summary Table II

Intensive Inventory Recommendations*

DISTRICT

I

Total Statewide Albuquerque Socorro Las Cruces Roswel

1

Category Units Acres Uni ts Acres Units Acres Units Acres Units Acres

Category I: (July 1979) **

Public lands subject to

intensive inventory.

100

2,213,239
18

182,187
27

489,273
44

1,497,613
11

44,166

Category II: Public

lands recommended for wild-

ness study area status.

56

872,797
9

100,570
19

335,672
23

409,389
5

26,166

Category III: Public lands

recommended for deletion from

wilderness review process.

48
1,326,692

12

81,617
8

143,601

26

1,087,784

2

13,690

Category IV: Recommendation
Deferred until further notice.

7

13,750

1

9,000

2

440
4

4.310

*This table is a summary of recommendations which are subject to change pending public comment and the

State Director's final decision. Interim wilderness management policy will apply to all lands subjected to

intensive inventory until they are officially dropped from further wilderness consideration, regardless

of our present recommendations. Final decisions are expected in September 1980.

**Due to revised estimates, acreage totals may not correspond with those previously published.



Instant Study Areas

Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act requires
the BLM to make accelerated recommendations as to the suitability
or nonsuitability of certain areas of the public lands for designa-
tion as wilderness. Section 603(c) of FLPMA mandates that the BLM
submit a wilderness suitability report by July 1, 1980 on all

primitive and natural areas which were designated as such prior to
November 1, 1975. These areas were not identified through the BLM
inventory process. They were declared Wilderness Study Areas by an
act of Congress. Therefore, the BLM has described them as wilderness
"Instant Study Areas," or ISA's.

Each ISA must be reported as either suitable for inclusion in the
National Wilderness Preservation System or as nonsui table. BLM must
still determine, subject to public review, if each ISA actually has
those wilderness characteristics defined in Section 2(c) of the
Wilderness Act. ISA's which do not have the necessary wilderness
characteristics will be recommended as nonsuitable. However, if an
ISA does have wilderness characteristics, then a detailed study
(including an environmental statement) will be completed. Based on
the findings of this study, the environmental statement and public
review, recommendations will be made to the President as to the
suitability or nonsuitability of the area in question. Wilderness-
related management restrictions which are required by law will apply
to all ISA's until a decision has been made by Congress.

There are three ISA's in New Mexico: El Mai pais, Guadalupe Canyon
and Mathers Natural Areas. These areas are currently being studied.
The proposed wilderness study recommendations for these areas are
briefly described in the following sections:

1. EL MALPAIS NATURAL AREA - Socorro District

Acreage : Instant Study Area 84 ,000
BLM contiguous roadless lands 31 ,000

Total 115,000

Description : Situated southeast of Grants and south of
State Highway 53, this unit contains some of the youngest
topographic features in the United States. It possesses a

wide variety of wildlife and several different and unique
successions of plants. It has received constant public and
scientific interest and study over several decades. The
rugged and remote topography and landscape offer outstanding
opportunities for solitude and for geological, ecological
and cultural research.
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status : One hundred thousand acres of the ISA is proposed
as suitable for wilderness designation. This proposed
recommendation will be finalized upon completion of the
Wilderness Study and Environmental Statement, which will
more clearly identify conflicts with wilderness designation.

2. GUADALUPE CANYON NATURAL AREA - Las Cruces District

Acreage : Instant Wilderness Study Area 3,692
BLM New Mexico Contiguous lands 454
BLM Arizona contiguous lands 4,814*
Forest Service RARE II contiguous lands ,. 15,850

Total .. 24,810

*Dependent upon results of the Safford, Arizona
BLM District intensive inventory study.

Description : This area is located in the extreme southwest
corner of New Mexico and is contiguous both with land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management in Arizona
and to a Forest Service RARE II area (Bunk Robinson Peak
#3200) which has been recommended for further planning.

The area's principle feature is a long, narrow canyon which
extends into Mexico. Striking scenic values, together with
unique species of flora and fauna, are enclosed within the
high walls of the Guadalupe Canyon Natural Area.

Status : The Las Cruces District has conducted an intensive
inventory on the ISA and concluded the area by itself does
not meet wilderness criteria. However, when evaluated with
contiguous federal lands, it may meet wilderness criteria
and may be suitable for designation as wilderness by
Congress. Therefore, the recommendation on suitability of
the ISA depends upon the results of a joint study of the
entire roadless area by both federal agencies. The report
to the President, due by July 1, 1980, will reflect this
situation.

The Safford District is conducting an intensive inventory
on their contiguous non-ISA lands (Baker Canyon). Their
recommendation on Baker Canyon's wilderness characteristics,
and the contiguous situation will be forthcoming.

At present, joint study efforts are being conducted by BLM
(Las Cruces and Safford Districts) and the Forest Service
(Coronado National Forest) as a part of the Coronado
National Forest land-use planning process. Recommendations
regarding the future management for Bunk Robinson Peak and

Whitmire Canyon will be displayed in a draft environmental
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impact statement (DEIS). The DEIS will contain various
management alternatives for the entire Coronado National

Forest and is tentatively scheduled for public review in

the fall of 1980, After review, a final management
alternative will be selected and displayed in the final

EIS, which will be the basis for the Coronado National

Forest land and Resource Management Plan. Review and
final ization of the EIS will produce a suitability
recommendation which will be forwarded to appropriate
departments (Agriculture and Interior), the President
and finally to Congress for review and decision.

This will resolve the suitability question for both
agencies, although it will not clarify how the area will

be managed. BLM will resolve management alternatives
through their respective Resource Management Plans

scheduled for this area. In the interim, both agencies
are coordinating management actions under appropriate
policy, guidelines, rules and regulations.

MATHERS NATURAL AREA - Roswell District

Acreage : Instant Wilderness Study Area 360

Contiguous BLM roadless areas 19,520*

Total .. 19,880

*These lands were identified as obviously
lacking wilderness consideration on

July 9, 1979.

Description : The Mathers Natural Area is located in Chaves

County, 40 miles east of Roswell, and is contiguous with

two Bureau of Land Management roadless areas.

Mathers is a small flat grassland which has been excluded
from grazing for many years. The Roswell District has

conducted an intensive inventory on the ISA and concluded
that it is not of sufficient size for wilderness designation
and that opportunities for solitude or a primitive uncon-
fined type of recreation are lacking. Contiguous federal

lands in roadless areas NM-060-502 and 503 were formally
determined not to have wilderness values and were excluded
from further consideration during the statewide initial

inventory process.

Status : This ISA is recommended as nonsuitable for

wilderness designation, even with contiguous lands being

considered. A report to the President, accompanied by a

nonsuitable recommendation, will be submitted by

July 1, 1980.
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star Lake-Bisti Accelerated Inventory

The Star Lake-Bisti Coal Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) explains
the impact of coal strip mining on certain lands in the San Juan
Basin near Farmington, New Mexico. These lands contained several
wilderness inventory units which were inventoried for wilderness
characteristics in advance of the rest of the State. This was done
to clarify which lands will conflict with potential coal operations
at the earliest possible date so that planning could commence. The
result of this inventory was identification of the following
Wilderness Study Areas:

Bisti NM-01 0-057 3,520 acres
Denazin NM-010-004 19,000 acres
Ah-she-sle-pah NM-010-009 6,000 acres

Interim Management

During the period of Wilderness Review, and until an area is offi-
cially dropped from further wilderness consideration, the BLM is

mandated by Congress to manage potential wilderness lands so as not
to impair their suitability for wilderness designation by Congress.
This is referred to as "interim management." That is, management
until a wilderness decision is made. Interim management is discussed
in detail in a recently released document entitled Interim Management
Policy and Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review . This
document is available at any BLM office.

It is important to remember that all lands undergoing intensive
wilderness inventory will be managed according to the interim
management policy until officially dropped from further wilderness
consideration, regardless of their present recommendation in this book.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

How to Comment

The Wilderness Study Area recommendations displayed in this book
are recommendations only, and we invite your participation in

formulating the final decision. The release of this book marks the
beginning of a 9Q-day public review and comment period. This comment
period will end on Friday, June 30, 1980.

If you wish to participate in this comment period, it is important to
keep in mind the type of information which will be useful to the BLM.
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During the intensive wilderness inventory, roadless areas were
closely inspected to determine whether or not the area contained
wilderness characteristics. These wilderness characteristics are
identified in Section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act of 1964. These
characteristics include size, naturalness, outstanding opportunities
for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation and
supplemental values such as unique geologic features, high scenic
values, cultural sites, etc.

Although these characteristics have been identified in the Wilderness
Act and defined in the BLM Wilderness Inventory Handbook, some
degree of subjective judgment is frequently required. Checking
these BLM judgments is an important function of public involvement
during wilderness inventory.

During this public review period, comments should address the
presence or absence of wilderness characteristics in a given roadless
area. Comments on resource conflicts will be used during wilderness
study to help determine the highest and best use for the public
lands in question.

You may submit your comments at anytime prior to June 20, 1980. We
prefer you send written comments to the New Mexico State Office in
Santa Fe. However, you may submit your comments to any BLM office
and they will be relayed to the appropriate offices. You are also
invited to submit comments at any of the numerous open houses and
public meetings held throughout the State. A list of dates and
locations of these public meetings is included on the following
page. A comment sheet and guide are provided for your convenience
in the Appendix.

How Public Comments Will be Used

All public comments, written and oral, will be analyzed in the
New Mexico State Office in Santa Fe. This will be done by an inter-
district team. Oral comments will be transcribed and treated as a

written input. The analysis will not involve "vote counting."
Comments will be analyzed for the information they contain relevant
to wilderness characteristics of specific units. Large numbers of
letters or petitions which merely support or oppose wilderness study
status, without supporting reasons, are of little use. However, a

single letter or testimony which offers new information on the
wilderness characteristics of a unit could result in a change in its
recommendation for wilderness study status.

Information on other land uses or conflicts with wilderness will not
be considered until the study phase of the wilderness review. This
type of information will have no bearing on identification of
Wilderness Study Areas.
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Where to Send Comments

You are encouraged to send your comments to:

WILDERNESS
New Mexico State Office
P. 0. Box 1449

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

Copies of all comments will be forwarded to the appropriate District

Offices.

Comments must be received in the State Office in Santa Fe by June 30,

1980. Comments received after that date may not be included in the

analysis.

Schedule of Public Meetings

There will be a series of open houses and public meetings held

throughout the State during the next 90 days. An open house is

designed primarily to display and explain what the BLM is proposing.

A public meeting is designed to receive public testimony.

The following is a schedule of where these meetings will be held in

New Mexico. You are encouraged to contact the appropriate District

Office prior to the scheduled event to clarify what to expect and

assure no unexpected scheduling changes occurred.

Roswell District

Open House April 1

April 2

Public Meeting May 6

Public Library
301 N. Penn
Roswell, NM
5:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Public Library
Halaqueno Park
Carlsbad, NM
4:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Public Library
301 N. Penn
Roswell , NM

7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

May 7 Public Library
Halaqueno Park
Carlsbad, NM
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
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Las Cruces District

Open House April 9 Lordsburg Civic Center
313 East 4th Street
Lordsburg, NM
12:00 noon to 7:00 p.m.

April 7 Corbett Center
Dona Ana Rm. -Level 3 (West)

New Mexico State University
University Ave. & Locust
Las Cruces, NM

12:00 noon to 7:00 p.m.

Public Meeting June 2 City Hall Conference
Room

511 10th Street
Alamogordo, NM
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

June 4 Lordsburg Civic Center
313 East 4th Street
Lordsburg, NM

7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

June 5 Morgan Hall

109 E. Pine
Deming, NM
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

To facilitate public review of the Wilderness Study Area Recommendations,
interested citizens are invited to study the Las Cruces District
Intensive Inventory reports in the following libraries:

Branigan Memorial Library, 200 E. Picacho, Las Cruces, NM

New Mexico State University Library, Frenger Street,
Las Cruces, NM

Alamogordo Public Library, 920 Oregon Ave.,
Alamogordo, NM

NMSU, Alamogordo Branch Library, N. Scenic Drive,
Alamogordo, NM

Deming Public Library, 301 South Tin Ave., Deming, NM

Lordsburg-Hidalgo Public Library, 208 E. Third Street,
Lordsburg, NM

Silver City Public Library, 515 West College Ave.,
Silver City, NM
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Miller Library, Western New Mexico University,

Silver City, NM

Truth or Consequences Public Library, 501 McAdoo,

Truth or Consequences, NM

El Paso Public Library, 501 N. Oregon, El Paso, TX

Albuquerque District

Open House April 4 Albuquerque Convention Center
Acoma Room
Albuquerque, New Mexico
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Public Meeting May 27 Albuquerque Convention Center
Acoma Room
Albuquerque, New Mexico
11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

To facilitate public review of the Wilderness Study Area Recommendations,

Intensive Inventory reports have been placed in the following libraries:

University of New Mexico, General Library, Albuquerque, NM

Albuquerque City Library, 501 Copper Avenue, NW,

Albuquerque, NM

Santa Fe Public Library, 121 Washington Ave., Santa Fe, NM

Farmington Public Library, 302 N. Orchard Ave.,

Farmington, NM

Gallup Public Library, 115 West Hill Ave., Gallup, NM

Grants Public Library, 525 West High, Grants, NM

Socorro District

Open House April 4 Albuquerque Convention Center
Zuni-Tesuque Room
Albuquerque, New Mexico
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

April 9 Masonic Lodge
912 Leroy Place, NW
Socorro, New Mexico
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
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April 10 Community Room
Grants State Bank
824 W. Santa Fe Ave.

Grants, New Mexico
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Public Meeting May 27 Albuquerque Convention Center
Is! eta Room
Albuquerque, New Mexico
11 :00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

May 29 Masonic Lodge
912 Leroy Place, NW

Socorro, New Mexico
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
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PART II INTRODUCTION

The following section displays the results of the intensive v/ilderness
inventory in New Mexico. The summary inventory results of each unit
are discussed with a map of the unit on the facing page. Some units
are recommended for Wilderness Study Area (WSA) status, and some are
not. The following narratives are brief summaries of information
available at the various district offices. Each district has a

detailed intensive inventory report and a permanent documentation
file for each unit. These documents may be inspected at the district
offices or at the numerous libraries listed in this section.

The following summary narratives are grouped by District. Each narra-
tive describes the unit, summarizes the wilderness characteristics,
and displays the WSA recommendation. Narratives should be reviewed
with inventory unit boundaries, as shown on the accompanying maps.
Both the narrative and map for a given unit contain a unit number.
All New Mexico wilderness inventory unit numbers begin with the
prefix "NM." New Mexico BLM districts are identified as follows:

010 Albuquerque
020 Socorro
030 Las Cruces
060 Roswell

The last three inventory unit numbers refer to a specific inventory
unit within each district.

When all these letters and numbers are combined, a specific unit may
be identified. For example, NM-030-065 is in the Las Cruces District
(030) and is the Las Uvas Mountain Unit (065).

COOPERATIVE WILDERNESS STUDIES

During the wilderness inventory, the BLM identified roadless areas
of any size that were adjacent to roadless areas of another federal
agency with authority to study wilderness. BLM then met with the
agency involved to determine if they wished to conduct a cooperative
wilderness study on the single roadless area.

In New Mexico, the BLM has roadless lands adjacent to roadless lands
administered by the Fish and Wildlife Service, National Park Service
and U. S. Forest Service.
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Fish and WiTdlife Service

The Little Yucca roadless area, NM-020-053, lies along the eastern

boundary of the Little San Pascual Wilderness, located in the Bosque

del Apache National Wildlife Refuge. (See page 2-82.) Study of

Little Yucca will be closely coordinated with the Wildlife Refuge.

U. S. Forest Service

The U. S. Forest Service has recently completed its second Roadless
Area Review and Evaluation (RARE II) in New Mexico. The result of
this effort was that each National Forest roadless area was
recommended for wilderness, nonwilderness, or further planning. The
BLM identified public land roadless areas of any size which were
adjacent to U. S. Forest Service roadless areas recommended for
wilderness or further planning. The BLM did not identify roadless
areas of less than 5,000 acres which were adjacent to "nonwilderness"
RARE II recommendations. The BLM also identified situations where
the BLM had a roadless area greater than 5,000 acres adjacent to a

small (less than 5,000 acres) Forest Service roadless area.

The U. S. Forest Service and BLM have agreed that a single cooperative
wilderness study should be conducted on single roadless areas
administered by both agencies and where the U. S. Forest Service
portion is not already designated nonwilderness. The BLM and U. S.

Forest Service are presently working together to develop the
procedures for these studies.

The following are lists of situations where BLM roadless areas are
adjacent to National Forest roadless areas. These lands are
recommended to be studied for possible wilderness designation with
the adjacent National Forest roadless area.

BLM roadless areas greater than 5,000 acres which are adjacent to
the National Forests:

Navajo Peak NM-010-059 7,750 acres
(See map and narrative page 2-36 .)

Devil's Backbone NM-020-047A 9,200 acres
(See map and narrative page 2-76 .)

Continental Divide NM-020-044 74,240 acres
(See map and narrative page 2-72 .)

BLM roadless areas adjacent to the National Forests which are less
than 5,000 acres in size: (Many of these areas have no narratives,
since the wilderness characteristics depend on adjacent Forest
Service roadless areas.)
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Manzano Contiguous NM-010-092 845 acres
Offspring NM-020-065 3,600 acres

This small unit is adjacent to the Manzano Wilderness. An
additional portion of the Manzano Contiguous lies in the
Socorro District. This unit was identified by Socorro as
Offspring, NM-020-065. Offspring was found to be impacted
with range developments and is recommended dropped from
further wilderness consideration.

Devil's Reach NM-020-047B 800 acres
(See map and narrative page 2-76.)

Magdalena NM-020-048A 3,000 acres
NM-020-048B 320 acres
NM-020-048C 400 acres

(See map and narrative page 2-78.)

Sacramento Escarpment NM-030-104B 2,500 acres

This is a long narrow unit constituting the face of the
Sacramento Escarpment near Alamogordo, New Mexico. The
State Parks Department is initiating development in Dog
Canyon adjacent to the unit.

Bug Scuffle Canyon NM-030-165 1,830 acres

This unit is separated by a road from the Sacramento
Escarpment Unit (NM-030-104B). It contains a portion
of the Sacramento Escarpment in the extreme northern
portion of the unit.

Rim NM-030-124 3,853 acres

This unit lies against the western edge of the Guadalupe
Mountains in the Lincoln National Forest. It includes
extremely steep slopes against the Forest and extends
through the foothills and onto some flats. The boundary
has been adjusted to exclude substantially noticeable
range developments.

Pup Canyon NM-030-n5 1 ,920 acres

This unit is also against the western edge of the Guadalupe
Mountains just south of Rim (above).

Little Dog NM-030-n4 4,787 acres
(See map and narrative page 2-168.)
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There are three small roadless tracts which are adjacent to U.S.
Forest Service RARE II Unit 3-079 Guadalupe Escarpment. This RARE II
unit was recommended for wilderness designation and is presently before
Congress for action. These BLM units are Devil's Den (NM-030-145)

,

320 acres, McKittrick Canyon (NM-030-146) , 120 acres and Lonesome
Ridge/Calamity Cove (NM-060-801/814) , 2,443 acres.

A decision as to whether or not these areas will be designated as
Wilderness Study Areas will be deferred until Congress acts on the
adjacent U.S. Forest Service wilderness proposal. However, the
recommendation is as follows: If Congress designates the Guadalupe
Escarpment as wilderness and if the three BLM tracts are adjacent to
designated wilderness, they will become WSA's and will be studied as
possible additions to the Guadalupe Escarpment wilderness. If Congress
rejects the U.S. Forest Service wilderness proposal, they will be
dropped from further wilderness consideration since they would no
longer meet the size requirements for wilderness study. If this
recommendation is approved, the status of these units will depend
upon whether or not Congress approves the Guadalupe Escarpment
wilderness proposal and will be decided without further public comment.

National Park Service

CARLSBAD CAVERNS NATIONAL PARK - There are five small BLM roadless
areas adjacent to the northern boundary of Carlsbad Caverns National
Park (CCNP). All five units are in the Roswell District.

Fawn Valley NM-060-820 700 acres

This unit, although less than 5,000 acres in size, was
selected for intensive inventory because it is contiguous
with an area in CCNP being restudied for possible wilderness
preservation. The National Park Service has been mandated
by Congress to restudy certain areas in the Park for
possible wilderness consideration. These areas consist of
all lands not currently designated as wilderness in the Park.

Recommendation, Fawn Valley Unit:

If the Park Service recommends wilderness designation for their lands
which are contiguous with Unit 820, then this area will be evaluated
as a Wilderness Study Area. However, if the Park Service does not
make a positive wilderness recommendation for their contiguous lands,
then this unit will not meet the size requirements of the Wilderness
Inventory Handbook (Blue Book) and will be dropped from the wilderness
review process.

Until the Park Service restudy is completed, this unit will be
protected in accordance with the Bureau of Land Management's Interim
Management Policies.
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Lechuguilla Canyon NM-060-803 1,167 acres

This unit was selected for intensive inventory because
it is contiguous with designated wilderness in CCNP.
The area is also adjacent to lands in CCNP which are
being studied for possible wilderness designation.

During the intensive inventory, a road was found which bisects this
unit from east to west. This road divided the unit into two areas
which contained 1,167 acres in the south and 2,033 acres in the
northern part. Only the southern part of this unit was found to
contain the necessary requirements for designation as a Wilderness
Study Area. Unit 803 is poorly aligned with existing wilderness
in CCNP, since it is only contiguous along the southeast corner. A
recommendation for this unit to enter the Wilderness Study phase
would depend on the Park Service enlarging existing wilderness in

the Park so that Unit 803 would better align and make practicable
its preservation as potential wilderness.

Recommendation, Lechuguilla Canyon Unit:

The decision to consider lands with wilderness characteristics in

Unit 803 for Wilderness Study will be deferred until the Park
Service has completed their study. If that study does not recommend
additional wilderness adjacent to Unit 803, it will be dropped from
the wilderness review process. If contiguous Park lands are proposed
for wilderness designation, then sufficient wilderness characteristics
would be present to designate this unit as a Wilderness Study Area.
Until the Park Service restudy is completed, this unit will be
protected in accordance with the Bureau of Land Management's Interim
Management Policies.

Mudgetts NM-060-819/819A 2,941 acres

This unit was identified because it was roadless and
adjacent to designated wilderness in Carlsbad Caverns
National Park.

Recommendation, Mudgetts Unit:

The identified portions of this unit qualifies for Wilderness Study.
It is a logical topographic extension of designated wilderness. It

is separated from Carlsbad Caverns National Park only by a fence line.
The National Park Service and BLM will work together to determine if
a wilderness boundary adjustment is beneficial to management of the
area when adjacent BLM lands are considered.
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Jurnigan NM-060-802 4,800 acres

This unit was selected for intensive inventory because it
is contiguous with an area in CCNP being restudied for
possible wilderness preservation. The National Park
Service has been mandated by Congress to restudy non-
wilderness portions of the Park for possible wilderness
consideration.

Recommendation, Jurnigan Unit:

The Jurnigan Unit (NM-060-802) does not meet the basic requirements
for selection as a Wilderness Study Area. This is due to the unit's
lack of the following wilderness characteristics: solitude;
opportunity for primitive and unconfined types of recreation; and
size. External imprints of man also affect the apparent naturalness
and configuration of this unit and severely detract from wilderness
qualities. Normally, the imprints of man outside of a roadless unit
are not considered during wilderness inventory. However, due to
this area's small size, configuration, and placement of non-federal
lands, outside imprints could not be ignored while assessing
wilderness characteristics.

GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK - There is one BLM roadless area
which lies aganist the northern boundary of the designated wilderness
in the Guadalupe Mountains National Park. This unit is the Brokeoff
Mountains NM-030-n2A/112B, which is recommended for wilderness
study. Wilderness study for the Brokeoff Mountains will consider
the adjacent designated wilderness and National Park Service personnel
will be consulted. Any future management of the Brokeoff Mountains
will be coordinated with Guadalupe Mountains National Park. For the
WSA recommendation and map on the Brokeoff Mountains, see page 2-166 .
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San Ysidro NM-010-12/13 15,360 acres

Unit Description

San Ysidro is located approximately 12 air miles west of Cuba,
New Mexico in Sandoval County. This inventory unit contains broken
mesas, moderately sloped hills and portions of the San Ysidro Valley.
NM-010-12/13 is vegetated with short grasses and sagebrush in its
southern valley portions and in scattered pastures throughout the
remaining area and numerous stands of mixed ponderosa pine and
pinyon-juniper. The Continental Divide crosses the northern % of
the unit.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a more refined estimate, San Ysidro has been found
to contain 9,250 acres of public land and a 120-acre private
inholding.

NATURALNESS: Intensive Inventory Unit, NM-010-12/13, San Ysidro, has
been heavily impacted by man-made features, the majority of which are
range improvements, and by an existing network of vehicular ways and
jeep trails. The unit contains six substantially noticeable man-made
features and 31 additional features which were judged to be substan-
tially unnoticeable. A network of 22 vehicular ways or jeep trails
were found within the unit.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Inventory Unit NM-010-12/13 San Ysidro,
provides an outstanding opportunity for solitude in its northern
portions. The combination of the dense vegetative cover and the
topography within the portion of the area provide outstanding
opportunities for users to avoid the sights and sounds of others.
San Ysidro does not offer an outstanding opportunity for primitive
and unconfined recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: San Ysidro, NM-010-12/13, contains excellent
scenic vistas along the Continental Divide and one abandoned homestead
which may or may not be of historic value.

Recommendation

This area is not natural and does not qualify for wilderness study.
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Chijuilla NM-010-15 11 ,500 acres

Unit Description

Located approximately 2 miles west of Cuba, New Mexico, the area
is bordered to the south by State Highway NM-197, by U.S. Forest
Service land to the east and by graded and maintained roads to
the west and north. Chijuilla consists of a broad, grassy plain
with scattered pinyon-juniper stands bordered by high, broken
mesas which are vegetated with sagebrush, pinyon-juniper and
ponderosa pine.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a more refined estimate, this unit has been found to
contain 10,600 acres of public land and 640 acres of private
inhol dings.

NATURALNESS: Inventory Unit NM-010-15 has been significantly altered
by man-made features and impacts to the point that it no longer can
be considered as natural in appearance. The area contains two main-
tained roads which serve as "cherry stem" boundary modifications, 28
ways or jeep trails, 35 retention dams or stock ponds, and 31 other
man-made features including old chainings, timber harvesting impacts,
fencelines, a drill pad, metal watering troughs and seismic shot holes,

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Inventory Unit NM-010-15, Chijuilla,
provides an outstanding opportunity for solitude. The combination
of the dense vegetative cover and the topography within the northern
portion of the area provide outstanding opportunities for users to
avoid the sights and sounds of others. Chijuilla does not offer an
outstanding opportunity for primitive and unconfined recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Chijuilla inventory unit contains historical
homestead ruins and excellent scenic vistas from the tip of Chijuilla
Mesa-east.

Recommendation

Chijuilla is not natural and therefore does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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Ignacio Chavez NM-010-20 29,340 acres

Unit Description

Located approximately 6 miles due west of the village of Guadalupe,

this unit includes expansive mesa tops, steep hills and cliffs and

rolling foothills. Ignacio Chavez exhibits an excellent example of

several abrupt environmental transition zones. Vegetation includes

pinyon-juniper and ponderosa cover, scattered Douglas fir, prairie

grasses and cactus.

Wilderness Characteristics

Due to a refined estimate, the number of acres being intensively

inventoried within this unit is 34,120. It is bounded on the north,

west and east by maintained dirt roads and on the south by the Cibola

National Forest. Due to a boundary change, which excludes 1,872 acres

that lack naturalness, the recormiended WSA acreage is 32,248.

NATURALNESS: The majority of the Ignacio Chavez Inventory Unit appears

to be natural. The large size of the unit, 32,248 acres, and its

tremendous variation in vegetation and topography lend itself to the

absorption of a larger variety of imprints of man without affecting

the naturalness factor, than perhaps a smaller unit, less varied.

Based on this rationale, the cumulative impact of the intrusions,

comprised primarily of grazing improvements and 2-track vehicular

ways, are not considered to affect the apparent naturalness of the

inventory unit.

A boundary adjustment deleting 1,872 acres has been recommended based

on the significant impact of a line camp.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The large size, rugged terrain and abun-

dant vegetation provide opportunities for solitude in essentially e^/ery

portion of the unit. Mesa tops skirted by thick vegetation, rugged

canyons and rolling foothills provide a more than adequate setting

for the absorption of a large number of user groups.

Ignacio Chavez provides an outstanding opportunity for a variety of

recreational pursuits, including backpacking, hunting, photography,

sightseeing and horseback riding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains several significant cultural

sites, as well as unique wildlife and scenic values.

Recormiendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for

wilderness study. Recommended WSA acreage is 32,248.
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Chamisa NM-010-21 10,560 acres

Unit Description

Chamisa is located approximately 21 air miles southwest of

San Ysidro and is contiguous with the village of Guadalupe. The

inventory unit to the east consists of rolling foothills cut by

Guadalupe Canyon and Chamisa Canyon, as well as a variety of washes.

As the unit progresses west, it climbs in elevation and culminates

in a mesa top. Coinciding with the difference in elevation of

1,800 feet is a variety of vegetation. Shortgrass, bunchgrass,
cacti and shrubs intermingle and give way to ponderosa pine and

pinyon-juniper cover. Several springs are located within the

inventory unit.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a more refined estimate, this unit has been found to

contain 12,915 acres of public land. It is bounded on the north
and east by a maintained road, on the south by the Cibola National

Forest and on the west by a combination of a maintained road and

the edge of the mesa top. That portion of the unit lacking

naturalness (1,924 acres) is being excluded and the remaining
11,091 acres are recommended for Wilderness Study.

NATURALNESS: This unit generally appears natural. It contains
primarily a few range developments, but their cumulative impact is

not substantially noticeable in the unit as a whole. The portions of
the unit excluded by the boundary adjustments contain high density
wood cutting and a water pipeline with a high concentration of
affiliated range improvements.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Inventory Unit NM-010~21 provides an

outstanding opportunity for solitude. The variety of topography and
vegetation inherent within the unit enhances this solitude factor
significantly. Both Chamisa and Guadalupe Canyons, along with the
rugged terrain which dominates the western portion of the unit, allow
the avoidance of the sights and sounds of other user groups.

Chamisa provides an outstanding opportunity for hiking and sightseeing,
stemming from the variety of terrain. The unit is especially scenic
in the western half and presents exciting vistas as the unit climbs
in elevation. Sightseeing related to cultural values exists within
the Chamisa Unit.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains scenic values derived from
the variety of topography as well as cultural resources (both pre-
historic and Spanish colonial).

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for

wilderness study.
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Cabezon NM-010-22 8,320 acres

Unit Description

Cabezon is located approximately 15 air miles due west of
San Ysidro. The unit consists of a volcanic plug 8,000 feet
high which is surrounded by rolling hills cut by a network of
arroyos. Vegetation confines itself primarily to the rolling
foothills and consists of cacti, shrubs, grasses and some pinyon-
juniper.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a more refined estimate, this unit has been found
to contain approximately 8,048 acres. It is bounded on the north
and south by a maintained road, on the west by property boundaries,
and on the east by a combination of powerline right-of-way
#NM 559354 and Road 4.

A powerline necessitates a boundary change to the east of Inventory
Unit Cabezon. The boundary will proceed along the legal right-of-way,
which will delete 813 acres based on a lack of naturalness.

NATURALNESS: The Cabezon Inventory Unit appears to be natural. The
cumulative impact of the existing impacts are not considered to be
significant enough to impair the apparent naturalness of the inventory
unit. The rolling foothills surrounding Cabezon Peak are adequate
topograhic screening necessary to make the cumulative impacts of the
four retention dams negligible.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unique geology of Cabezon provides an
outstanding opportunity for those who choose to climb the peak itself
or wander in among the foothills. The peak provides an internal
topographic buffer for the utilization of several groups.

The area offers an opportunity for sightseeing and photography
related to scenic, geologic and cultural values as well as the
occasion for climbing.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Cabezon is, in itself, a unique geologic
feature, and contains two prehistoric shrines on the top of the peak.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for
wilderness study.
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Ojito NM-010-24 7,580 acres

Unit Description

Ojito is located approximately 5 miles southwest of the village
of San Ysidro, New Mexico. The unit consists primarily of steep
and rocky terrain interspersed with several steep canyons.
Vegetative cover is primarily pinyon-juniper, shrubs and grasses.

Arroyo Bernalillo and Arroyo Quesencia provide an intermittent
water supply.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to revised estimates, this unit has been found to contain
approximately 15,189 acres of public land, approximately 640 acres
of State land and approximately 950 acres of private land.

It is bounded on the north and east by property boundaries, on the

south by a combination of property boundaries and a maintained road
and on the west by a maintained road.

NATURALNESS: NM-010-24, Ojito, is not affected primarily by the
forces of nature and, therefore, is not natural. The cumulative
impact of the man-made intrusions negate the unit's natural qualities.
In and of themselves, small retention dams cannot be considered a

major intrusion, particularly since several are internally buffered
by rough topography. However, 20 such retention dams dispersed
through the inventory unit must be considered substantially notice-
able. That, in conjunction with a power! ine to the east, pipeline
to the south, several 'therry stem" maintained roads, woodcutting, a

house and two windmills, not to mention a small population center
to the east and historical ORV use, make Ojito substantially impacted
by the works of man.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The center of this unit provides the
opportunity for solitude. The rocky, rugged terrain and low level

of intrusions by man exhibited does provide the opportunity for the
user to avoid the sight and sounds of others. The remainder of the

unit, because of a combination of more gentle topography and a much
higher degree of impact by man, does not provide an opportunity to

experience solitude.

No outstanding opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of
recreation exist.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains several prehistoric sites
as well as scenic values.

Recommendation

This unit does not contain wilderness characteristics and does not
qualify for wilderness study.
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Windmill NM-010-33 9,600 acres

Unit Description

The Windmill inventory unit is approximately 18 miles southeast of

Antonito, Colorado. It is located on the Colorado/New Mexico border

and is contiguous with Colorado Inventory Unit, Twin Peaks

(CO-050-142). The topography for the inventory unit can be charac-
terized as a gently rolling plain with short grass and brush

vegetative cover. Approximately 3 miles of the Rio Grande is

included in the unit. The unit does not contain access to the river.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Inventory unit NM-010-33 was divided into two inventory units

by a road. These units are NM-010-33 and NM-010-33(a) is contiguous
to CO-050-142. Due to revised estimates, NM-010-33 contains 9,447
acres of public land and 55 acres of private. NM-010-33(a) contains
1,100 acres of public land in New Mexico plus 2,960 acres in Colorado.
The total for NM-010-33(a) and CO-050-142 is 4,060.

NATURALNESS: NM-010-33(a) contains a metal tank, water catchment,
exclosure, and a loading ramp which cause the area to be significantly
impacted by the imprint of man. NM-010-33 contains two major impacts
v;hich significantly impact naturalness.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Neither inventory unit provides outstanding
opportunities for solitude or primitive or unconfined recreation,
primarily because of limitations imposed by topography and vegetation.
Both inventory units do provide opportunities for solitude only when
there are no other visitors within the same viewscape. These opportuni-

ties cannot be described as outstanding. The portion of the Rio

Grande Gorge located in NM-010-33 cannot contribute to these elements,

as it is not accessible to visitors, and in fact becomes a natural

barrier.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The Rio Grande Canyon contains an excellent
population of raptor species.

Recommendation

Neither NM-010-33(a) nor NM-010-33 contain wilderness characteristics
or qualify for wilderness study.
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San Antonio NM-010-35 16,000 acres

Unit Description

San Antonio is located north of San Antonio Mountain, approximately 5

miles southwest of Antonito, Colorado; is bordered on the east by U.S. 285;
and on the west by the Carson National Forest. The unit is composed of
broad, gently rolling sagebrush and grass plains bisected in the western
portions by the 140-foot deep San Antonio River canyon. This canyon is

covered by riparian vegetation which include patches of lush summer grasses
intermixed with large Ponderosa pine. The river flows on an intermittent-
seasonal basis.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a more refined estimate, this unit has been found to contain
18,130 acres of public land and 1,920 acres of state inholdings. The
eastern boundary of the 7,050 acre portion of the unit with wilderness
characteristics has been placed along a two-wire telephone line owned by

Johns-Manville Peril ite Corporation of Antonito, Colorado. This excludes
11,080 acres of public land which are not natural.

NATURALNESS: The San Antonio inventory unit is divided into 2 distinct
areas by an existing overhead telephone line. The public land located to
the west of the telephone line (approximately 7,050 acres) is natural and
except for a portion of a jeep trail and approximately 2 3/4 miles of a

single fenceline almost pristine. The predominant influence upon this
portion of the landscape is approximately 5 1/2 miles of the pristine
San Antonio Canyon. The public land portions of the inventory unit to
the east of the existing overhead telephone line (approximately 11,080
acres) are impacted by 9 vehicular ways, 2 stock v^atering ponds, a major,
visible electrical transmission line in the northeast corner of the unit,
2 corrals and an extensive network of fencelines. The cumulative impact
of these man-made impacts upon the landscape when viewed in context with
its relatively modest rolling terrain and lack of significant vegetative
screening can be characterized as not-natural in appearance.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: San Antonio provides an outstanding opportunity
for solitude. San Antonio Canyon acts as both a natural buffer to the
unit's western portion and provides in itself a topographic and vegetative
screen to users who venture into its accessible but remote canyon floor.
San Antonio does not offer an outstanding opportunity for primitive and
unconfined recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains an important wildlife habitat.
Deer and elk utilize the area as a major migratory path moving seasonally
from Colorado into New Mexico.

Recommendation

The western 7,050 acres of the unit contain wilderness characteristics and
qualify for wilderness study. The remaining 11,080 should be deleted from
i^urther consideration as wilderness.
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Cerro de la 011a NM-010-36 12,160 acres

Unit Description

Located approximately 11 miles northwest of the village of Questa,

New Mexico, this unit consists of mountainous terrain rising in elevation
from 7,670 to 9,464, surrounded by rolling foothills. Vegetation is very

dense, with heavy stands of pinyon-juniper in the lower elevations, and

thick Ponderosa pine and spruce covers in the higher elevations, the top

of Cerro de la 011a has several broad grass meadows.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a revised estimate, this unit has been found to contain
13,283 acres of public land and 1,294 acres of State inholdings. It is

bounded on the west, east, north and south by a combination of property
boundaries and maintained roads.

NATURALNESS: Cerro de la 011a does not appear to be natural. The cumu-

lative impact of several significant intrusions dispersed throughout the

unit do not allow even a boundary adjustment to be considered and still

leave an area which will fulfill both the naturalness and size criteria.
Significant intrusions could be eliminated if a boundary adjustment were
made based on naturalness. This, however, would still leave the major
impact of a 1-acre catchment in the center of the remaining acreage. The
evidence of man is so obvious and occurs in such a pattern throughout the
unit that not even the dense vegetation and mountainous terrain of Cerro
de la 011a can totally mitigate their impact.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Inventory Unit NM-010-36, Cerro de la Olla,

provides an outstanding opportunity for solitude. The steep canyons
running down the sides of Cerro de la Olla are particularly rugged and

isolated. Dense vegetation along the slopes as well as the foothills
greatly enhance the opportunity to experience solitude.

In addition, Cerro de la Olla provides an outstanding opportunity for

hunting, backpacking and sightseeing.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Inventory Unit NM-010-36 contains historic, scenic
and wildlife supplemental values.

Recommendation

This unit does not contain wilderness characteristics and does not qualify
for wilderness study.
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Sabinosa NM-010-55 15,360 acres

Unit Description

Sabinosa is located approximately 8 air miles notheast of Trujillo,
New Mexico, 20 air miles northwest of Conchas Reservoir and \ mile
due west of Sabinosa, New Mexico. The inventory unit is composed of
a series of high, narrow shelves surrounded by steep-rock-walled
canyons. The area is thickly covered with vegetation. Tree stands
within the unit range in variety from ponderosa pine to pinyon-
juniper to oak. Grama grass and side-oats grama, snakeweed, little
blue stem grass and cholla cactus are all found in abundance within
the area.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to revised estimate, the number of acres being intensively
inventoried is 15,760 plus a 250-acre private inholding.

NATURALNESS: Sabinosa, NM-010-55, is natural in character when viewed
as a whole. The extreme topographic relief found within the area and
the dense vegetative cover on the landscape aid in concealing the
minor man-made impacts within NM-010-55. These impacts include: 4

miles of wooden fence line, 10 small stock ponds, several small
wooden corrals and an underground telephone line. Two minor boundary
adjustments were made to exclude a "cherry stem" graded road in

T. 16 N., R. 23 E., Section 4 and an overhead electrical powerline
in T. 17 N., R. 24, E., Sections 21 and 28.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Inventory Unit, NM-010-55, provides an
outstanding opportunity for solitude. The combination of the numerous,
remote canyons and the densely vegetated landscape provide an environ-
ment that contributes to outstanding opportunities for users to
avoid the sights and sounds of both other users within the area and
influences of man outside of the inventory unit. Sabinosa provides
outstanding examples of challenging recreation opportunities. The
opportunities for backpacking and hiking within this area are
representative of the best opportunities available to the wilderness
enthusiast within New Mexico.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Sabinosa contains important barbary sheep and
wild turkey habitat. A number of cultural resource sites have been
found within the area. The majority of these localities are associated
with the homesteading which occurred within the region in the mid-1800's.

Recommendation

The area contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for
wilderness study.
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Seco NM-010-56 8,960 acres

Unit Description

The unit is located just south of the community of Chimayo in Santa Fe

County, New Mexico, Composed of steep, broken and severely eroded sand-

stone ridges which are divided by sandy, vast arroyos, Seco is vegetated

with scattered pinyon-juniper and shortgrass. This public land unit is

surrounded on its western and northern borders by heavily populated areas.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit originally contained 8,960 acres of public land. A

boundary modification to exclude a "cherry stem" graded road which serves

a Santa Fe County landfill in T. 20 N., R. 9 E., Sec. 13, has been made;

the unit now contains 6,550 acres.

NATURALNESS: Inventory Unit NM-010-56, Seco, does not have 5,000 acres

of contiguous public land which are natural in character. A heavy con-

centration of 17 man-made intrusions and 18 vehicular ways or trails

within the central 1/3 of the unit have impacted this portion to a degree

that it no longer can be considered natural. The remaining sections of

the unit which are natural in character no longer meet the size and

manageability criteria as required for wilderness study area designation.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Seco provides an outstanding opportunity for

solitude in its north-central sections. The extremely rugged and broken

topography within this area produce a natural terrain screening factor

which provides outstanding opportunities for potential users to avoid the

sights and sounds of other users within the unit. Seco does not offer an

outstanding opportunity for primitive and unconfined recreation, since

its opportunities for hiking, backpacking, camping and photography are

neither unusual nor outstanding, and may be found in numerous other areas

within the Albuquerque District's public lands.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Seco Inventory Unit contains a number of paleontolo-

gical localities. Frequently referred to as Skull Ridge or the White

Quarry operation, these localities contain fossils of large mammals which

are estimated to be approximately 20 million years old.

Recommendation

Seco does not contain the required wilderness characteristics for wilder-

ness study.
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Navajo Peak NM-010-59 3,200 acres

Unit Description

Navajo Peak is located approximately 3.5 air miles south of El Vado,
New Mexico. The unit is contiguous to the U. S. Forest Service's
RARE II Area 098, Chama Extension which is recommended for further
planning. The unit is composed of a combination of gently rolling
grass and sage plains bordered by dense ponderosa stands and the
northern portions of Gallina Peak. The unit is bisected on a

north-south line by the Chama River which meanders through a 900 foot
deep canyon.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to additional data from intensive inventory, the Navajo
Peak Unit increased in size and was divided into three units: NM-010-59
Navajo Peak, (7,750 acres); NM-010-59A, Navajo Peak-northwest (1,139
acres); and NM-010-59B, Navajo Peak-northeast (365 acres). The latter
two units are not of sufficient size for practical preservation and
use in an unimpaired condition. The Navajo Peak unit contains 480
acres of private inhol dings.

NATURALNESS: Each of the three areas contain numerous intrusions
which impact the area's naturalness. The original inventory unit was
divided into three areas by roads and landownership patterns. In
unit, NM-010-59, 16 intrusions, including 12 vehicular ways, were
identified. The impact of these ways was minimized due to the
overriding grandeur of the Chama River Canyon.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Inventory Unit NM-010-59, Navajo Peak
offers outstanding opportunities for solitude. The combination of
dense Ponderosa pine stands and the extremely varied topography
provides excellent screening of potential visitors from one another.
Because of the relatively small size of the Navajo Peak subunits
(NM-010-59A and NM-010-59B), it would be difficult for visitors
utilizing these areas to achieve an outstanding opportunity for
solitude. Inventory Unit NM-010-59 provides outstanding recreation
opportunities for hiking, photography, fishing, primitive camping,
and canoeing. Subinventory units NM-010-59A and NM-010-59B provide
similar opportunities in quantity to NM-010-59, but not the same
quality, primarily because of their limited size.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: All three units provide scenic vistas overlooking
Chama Canyon.

Recommendation

Navajo Peak, NM-010-59, contains wilderness characteristics and
qualifies for wilderness study. NM-010-59A and NM-010-59B do not
qualify for wilderness study.
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Empedrado NM-010-63 7,350 acres

Unit Description

Empedrado is located approximately four miles northwest of the

village of Guadalupe. The unit consists of broken terrain with

sandstone mesas and rolling grassland, interspersed with inter-

mittent arroyos and washes including both Torreon Wash and Chico

Arroyo. Vegetation includes a variety of grasses and cacti, as

well as pinyon-juniper cover located primarily in the northwestern

portion of the inventory unit.

Chico Arroyo provides a seasonal water supply, supplementing that

provided by springs.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a more refined estimate, this unit has been found to

contain 8,419 acres of public land and 329 acres of private

inholdings. It is bounded on the north, east and south by maintained
roads, and on the west by a combination of maintained roads and

property boundaries. This excludes 1,035 acres of the inventory

unit which lack naturalness.

NATURALNESS: The majority of the Empedrado Inventory Unit appears

to be natural. The cumulative impact of the existing impacts

(minimal evidence of mineral exploration and several small retention

dams) are not considered to be significant enough to impair the

apparent naturalness of the inventory unit.

A boundary adjustment deleting 1,035 acres has been recommended

based on the significant impacts of a drill pad and large retention

dam,

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The broken terrain, particularly in the

western portions of the inventory unit, provide the opportunity for

solitude. Winding washes and steep sided mesas exhibit ample

opportunity for the user to experience a feeling of remoteness and

isolation.

Empedrado does possess opportunities for recreation, but no single

recreation opportunity contained within the inventory unit may be

characterized as outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains both scenic and cultural

supplemental values.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for

wilderness study.
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La Lena NM-010-63A 9,359 acres

Unit Description

La Lena is located approximately 7 miles north of the village of

Guadalupe. The unit consists of broken terrain with steep sided
mesas cut by a network of arroyos. Vegetation includes a variety
of grasses and cacti, as well as pinyon-juniper cover.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: La Lena is a new roadless unit which was discovered during the
early phases of the intensive inventory and contains approximately
9,359 acres of public land, and approximately 1,280 acres of State
inholdings. It is bounded on the east side by maintained roads and
on the south, north and west by a combination of maintained roads
and property boundaries.

NATURALNESS: The La Lena Inventory Unit generally appears to be
natural. The cumulative impact of several small rentention dams and
some evidence of mineral exploration are not considered significant
enough to impair the apparent naturalness of the inventory unit.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: In La Lena, it is the abundance of small

sandstone eroded canyons and meandering arroyos mingled with steep
sided mesas which provide the topographic relief necessary to absorb
a variety of user groups. The opprotunity for solitude is well
dispersed throughout the inventory unit.

Although La Lena does offer recreational opportunities, no single
recreation opportunity contained within the inventory unit may be

characterized as outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: La Lena contains both scenic and cultural
supplemental values.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for
wilderness study.
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Rattlesnake NM-010-90 4,500 acres

Unit Description

This inventory unit is located 3.5 air miles northeast of Farmington,
New Mexico. It is comprised of a steep-sided canyon with a rocky
valley floor. Vegetative cover includes pinyon-juniper, scattered
ponderosa pine and sage. The canyon drainage provides an intermittent
water source.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: During the intensive inventory, this unit was found to contain
381 acres of public land. It is confined to the canyon proper, the
boundary consisting of the 6,600 contour along the rim.

NATURALNESS: This unit does not appear to be natural. The two pipe-
lines, Rights-of-way #NM 24306 and NM #36750, constitute a major
impairment to the naturalness of the canyon. The pipe is both buried
and exposed, as well as a wide swath of cleared vegetation on either
side. Oil and gas wells and pads are dispersed within the canyon.
The rugged nature of Rattlesnake is significantly impacted by the
imprint of man throughout.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: This unit does not provide an outstanding
opportunity for solitude. The major imprints of man widely dispersed
throughout the canyon would negate any solitude potential, despite
the rugged topography of the canyon.

Rattlesnake provides an outstanding opportunity for hiking and
sightseeing related to wildlife and scenic values.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains both scenic and wildlife
supplemental values.

Recommendation

This unit does not contain wilderness characteristics and does not
qualify for Wilderness Study. However, Rattlesnake has been
identified as an ACEC in the Bureau's San Juan Planning Document
and is scheduled for designation in 1981.
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Simon NM-010-91 3,500 acres

Unit Description

This inventory unit is approximately 273 acres and is located
about 25 air miles northeast of Farmington, New Mexico. It is

comprised of a steep-sided canyon with a rocky valley floor.
Vegetative cover includes pinyon-juniper and scattered ponderosa
pine and sage.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: During intensive inventory, this unit was found to contain
273 roadless acres of public land. Simon is confined to the canyon
proper, the boundary consisting of the 6,200-foot contour along the
rim.

NATURALNESS: Inventory Unit NM-010-91, Simon, does not appear to be
natural. The pipeline spanning the canyon and the two oil wells
negate the possibility of naturalness, considering the small area
which must absorb such a large degree of the imprint of man. The
pipeline is not screened by vegetation or topography and is visible
both to the north and south creating a significant imprint of man's
works.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: An outstanding opportunity to experience
solitude has been effectively removed by the existence of the pipe-
line spanning the center of the canyon. A sense of solitude could
not be achieved in such a small, narrow area when confronted with
the pipeline, firm evidence of the impact of man.

In several portions, Simon offers opportunities for hiking and
sightseeing related to scenic and cultural values.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains a stabilized Navajo Refugee
Site, as well as scenic values.

Recommendation

This unit does not contain wilderness characteristics and does not
qualify for wilderness study. However, Simon has been identified as
an ACEC in the Bureau's San Juan Planning Document, and is scheduled
for designation July 1, 1980.
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Rimrock NM-020-007 24,700 acres

(formerly Cebolla Canyon)

Unit Description

This unit is exceptionally diverse. Landforms include prairie-like
grassland, large park-like valleys, extremely rugged box canyons,
sandstone cliffs (which rise a vertical 500 feet), the largest
natural bridge in New Mexico, the rimrock of Cebollita Mesa and a

portion of the forest and park country. Vegetation varies from blue
grama grass to pinyon-juniper, to Douglas fir. Elevations vary from
6,900 to 8,300 feet. Rimrock is located approximately 20 air miles
southeast of Grants, New Mexico.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a revised estimate, 29,430 acres of BLM-administered
land are present within this unit.

NATURALNESS: The Rimrock Unit appears to be affected primarily by
the forces of nature with the imprint of man substantially unnotice-
able when considered in the context of the unit as a whole.

Human intrusions include nine earthen stock tanks, one wooden windmill,
10 miles of barbed wire fencing and nine vehicle trails.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The topographic and vegetative diversity
of Rimrock, coupled with the unit's relatively large size, afford
human visitors outstanding opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreation. Opportunities include hiking, backpacking, rock climbing,
horseback riding, nature study, photography, and hunting.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The largest natural bridge in New Mexico is
located within Rimrock. The unit further contains 51 known
archeological sites. Wildlife values are significant.

Recommendation

Intensive wilderness inventory unit NM-020-007 is recommended for
WSA status.
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Sand Canyon NM-020-008
'

28,900 acres

Unit Description

This unit is in the New Mexico mesa and canyon country, dominated by
three prominent ridges which meet in the unit's center to form a

Y-shaped topographic structure. Lying north of this junction between
the two opposing ridges is Sand Canyon. The southern half of the unit
is dominated by rugged mountains where the unit's highest elevations
are achieved. This unit is heavily forested with pinyon-juniper and
ponderosa. Elevations range from 7,100 to 8,200 feet. The area is

located approximately 33 miles southeast of Grants, New Mexico.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: The intensive inventory of Unit 008 disclosed the Sand Canyon,
Armijo Canyon and Woods Windmill vehicle access ways to be roads.
Consequently, Unit NM-020-008 has been broken into three units:
Sand Canyon NM-020-008, 8,320 acres; Little Rimrock NM-020-009, 9,540
acres; Pinon NM-020-010, 13,160 acres.

NATURALNESS: With the exclusion of the above roads, all three areas
appear to be affected primarily by the forces of nature with the
imprint of man being substantially unnoticeable. The only intrusions
in NM-020-008 are three earthen stock tanks, 7 miles of fencing and
two vehicle ways. Little Rimrock, Unit 009, is virtually pristine.
It is impacted only by dim two-track ways, three earthen stock tanks
and 5 miles of fencing. Intrusions within Unit 010 include eight
vehicle ways, eight earthen stock tanks, and 10 miles of fencing,
none of these substantially noticeable.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: All three areas possess outstanding
opportunities for solitude. These areas are characterized by con-

siderable topographic relief, a maze of canyons, and excellent
vegetative screening. Each of the three areas possesses outstanding
opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Sand Canyon, Little Rimrock and Pinon possess
extremely important archeological resources. Over 70 sites are

located within the three units. Wildlife values are yery high for
raptors, deer, and wild turkey. The three units possess pure stands
of old-growth pinon pine.

Recommendation

All three units identified through intensive inventory are recommended
for wilderness study.
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Petaca Pinta NM-020-014 14,800 acres

Unit Description

Landforms vary from gentle grassland to extremely rugged mesas and
canyons. Petaca Pinta dominates the unit. This isolated mountain-
like mesa rises a near-vertical thousand feet above the surrounding
land. Blue Water Canyon, in the southwest corner of the unit, is a

deep and narrow box canyon of considerable size. Petaca Pinta also
contains a maze of smaller box canyons, a badlands environment, and
a lava flow on the north. Elevation varies from 5,800 to 7,300 feet.
Petaca Pinta is located 50 miles west-southwest of Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit originally contained 14,800 acres. However, it

was necessary to delete approximately 2,360 acres from the unit
due to the presence of a road. The remaining unit is 12,440 acres.

NATURALNESS: Unit NM-020-014 is affected primarily by the forces of
nature. The imprint of man is not only substantially unnoticeable,
it is virtually non-existent throughout the majority of the unit.

The core of Petaca Pinta comes close to being pristine in the
literal sense.

Human intrusions include two earthen stock tanks, two soil stabili-
zation structures and two dim jeep trails.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Extremely difficult access and topographic
diversity provide an outstanding opportunity for solitude in the unit.

Petaca Pinta also possesses outstanding opportunities for primitive
and unconfined types of recreation due largely to its scenery,
geology and wildlife values.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Petaca Pinta is highly scenic, possesses
striking geological formations and provides excellent wildlife
habitat.

Recommendation

Wilderness study status is recommended for 12,440 acres of this unit.
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Sierra Ladrones NM-020-016 47,400 acres

Unit Description

The Sierra Ladrones Unit is located 22 miles northwest of Socorro,
New Mexico. The unit is generally rugged and broken. It is dominated
by Ladrone Mountain, an impressive granitic peak. In addition to its
mountains, the Sierra Ladrones unit contains gentle grassland, mesa
tops, extensive rimrock formations, rugged canyons and isolated
badlands. Elevations range from 5,100 to 9,200 feet.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit was originally 47,400 acres. Boundary adjustments
deleted approximately 9,500 acres due to the presence of substantial
human impacts (3,500 acres) and a vehicle access way traversing the
Rio Salado that has received use for many years (6,000 acres). If
the Rio Salado is not used as the unit boundary, the boundary would
be located to the south on roads and contiguous to the Cibola National
Forest.

NATURALNESS: The Sierra Ladrones Unit NM-020-016 generally appears
natural and affected primarily by the forces of nature. Human
intrusions in this unit include a relatively small number of range
developments, 7 mining prospect areas and 14 vehicle ways. Although
the imprint of man is present within the area, the size, extreme
topographic relief and vegetative screening greatly mitigate the
impact and significance of past human influence.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The physical isolation, relatively large
size, diverse landforms, great topographic relief, and diversity of
vegetation communities assure the human visitor outstanding
opportunities for both solitude and primitive recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Scenic and wildlife values are significant and
the ecological diversity of the unit is scientifically important,
Archeological sites are also present within the area.

Recommendation

Wilderness Study Area status is recommended for 38,922 acres of the
Sierra Ladrones Unit, NM-020-016.
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Mesita Blanca NM-020-018 27,000 acres

Unit Description

Mesita Blanca is located twenty air miles west of Quemado, New Mexico.

The unit is flat to rolling grassland broken by a large cinder cone

(Red Hill) and its' lava flow, as well as isolated sandstone and

basaltic mesas characterized by vertical cliffs and broken topography.

Canyons are not well developed in this unit. Elevations range from

6,400 to 7,700 feet.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: The intensive inventory of Mesita Blanca indicated approximately

20,760 acres of BLM administered land possessed wilderness characteristics,

The remaining 6,240 acres are bisected by the enormous Farmington to

Tucson power transmission line and are impacted by significantly

noticeable range developments.

NATURALNESS: Approximately 20,760 acres of the Mesita Blanca unit

generally appear natural and affected primarily by the forces of nature.

Human intrusions include ten miles of fencing, five vehicle access ways,

one small metal drinking tub and three miles of buried plastic tubing,

and eight earthen stock tanks.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The diversity of landforms (i.e., lava

flows, isolated mesas, rolling grassland) and extreme isolation of

this inventory unit afford human visitors an outstanding opportunity

for the experience of solitude. Recreational opportunities are

very good.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Wildlife values are high; golden eagle and

prairie falcon nest in the unit, antelope are plentiful, and mule

deer common. Red Cone and its lava flow possess high scenic values.

Finally, significant archaeological sites are located within the unit.

Recommendation

Wilderness Study Area (WSA) status is recommended for 20,760 acres

of Mesita Blanca Unit.
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Eagle Peak NM-020-19 45,200 acres

Unit Description

This highly diverse unit contains large, well-defined canyons, an
extensive labyrinth of sandstone and basaltic cliffs, a series of
cinder cones, relatively recent lava flows, old growth pinyon-juniper
forests and prairie-like grassland. One of the cinder cones, Cerro
Porno, IS very large. Elevations range from 6,400 to 7,550 feet.
The Eagle Peak Unit is located 6 air miles west of Quemado, New Mexico.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Boundary adjustment resulted in dropping 2,680 acres of the
unit's original 45,200 acres. These adjustments were made to exclude
unnatural portions of the unit and to rectify extremely illogical
segments of the boundary.

NATURALNESS: The Eagle Peak Unit appears to have been primarily
affected by the forces of nature with the imprint of man substantially
unnoticeable. Human intrusions, after excluding the 2,680 acres,
include 28 miles of fencing, 14 vehicle ways, 6 earthen stock tanks,
4 miles of buried plastic tubing and an associated small metal stock
drinker.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The relatively large size and topographic
and vegetative diversity of the Eagle Peak Unit ensures the human
visitor outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Archeological resources are significant in
the area. High wildlife and scenic values are also present.

Recommendation

Wilderness study status is recommended for 42,520 acres of Eagle
Peak Unit.
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Shoemaker NM-020-027B 7,760 acres

Unit Description

Shoemaker is located 16 air miles southwest of Zuni, New Mexico. The
topography of the unit can be characterized as typical New Mexico mesa
and canyon lands; elevations range from 7,000 to 7,700 feet within the
area. The dominant vegetation is pinyon pine and one-seeded juniper
combined with expanses of open grassland in the wide canyon bottom.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: A road is present within Shoemaker which divides it into 2 areas
approximately 3,200 and 4,560 acres in size. Neither portion of the unit
meets the size requirement.

NATURALNESS: The imprint of man is substantially unnoticeable within the
2 roadless areas which comprise the Shoemaker Unit. Human intrusions
include 1 mile of barbed wire fencing, 2 earthen stock tanks, and 2 vehicle
ways.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Shoemaker is comprised of mesa and canyon
landforms; although the elevation range is not great, the profusion of
canyons, draws, ridges, and mesas combined with a mature pinyon-juniper
forest provide outstanding opportunities for solitude. Recreational
opportunities are not considered outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Two archaeological sites are present within Shoemaker;
the unit also possesses scenic values.

Recommendation

Shoemaker is recommended to be dropped from further wilderness considera-
tion, due to a road which divides the unit into 2 units, both less than
5,000 acres.
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Veranito NM-020-035 7,100 acres

Unit Description

Veranito is located approximately 4 air miles to the northeast of

Socorro, New Mexico. Unit topography is primarily flat to rolling

upper Chihuahuan desert cut by shallow arroyos. A series of rugged

hills are located on the east. The dominant vegetative type is

creosote bush. Veranito also includes approximately 1 mile of the

east bank of the Rio Grande River which provides habitat for riparian

tree species such as cottonwood. Elevations range from 4,600 to 5,400

feet.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Revised acreage estimate for this unit is 7,480 acres. No

boundary adjustments were made as a result of intensive inventory.

NATURALNESS: This unit appears to have been affected primarily by

the forces of nature with the imprint of man remaining substantially

unnoticeable. The only human impacts include 6 miles of fencing,

two little used vehicle access routes, one earthen stock reservoir,

one small metal stock drinker and approximately 1 mile of associated

buried plastic pipe.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Veranito provides sufficient topographic

relief to offer the visitor an outstanding opportunity for solitude.

Outstanding recreational opportunities are lacking.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Archeological sites are located within the unit.

Wildlife values include riparian associated plant and animal species

and a small deer herd.

Recommendation

Veranito is recommended for Wilderness Study Area (WSA) status.
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Pi^esilla NM-020-037 12,800 acres

Unit Description

Presilla is located east of the Rio Grande River approximately 3
air miles from Socorro, New Mexico. Elevation varies from 4,600
to 5,450 feet. The area is dominated by high Chihuahuan desert
vegetation, most noticeably creosote bush. The topography of
Presilla includes vegetation-stabilized sand dunes, steep walled
arroyos, rugged north-south trending ridges and small scenic box
canyons.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit covers 12,800 acres. Approximately 3,800 of this
acreage is unnatural. This leaves approximately 9,000 acres within
the unit.

NATURALNESS: Presilla appeared to be affected primarily by the
forces of nature prior to road building which occurred between
September 1978 and June 1979. Human impacts, prior to FLPMA,
included several miles of two track ways, a few isolated mining
prospect pits and 4 miles of fencing.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: This unit possesses outstanding
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation. Opportunities
for solitude are good.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES; An important archeological site is located
within Presilla. In addition, two box canyons are present which
are highly scenic and natural in appearance.

Recommendation

Due to the presence of approximately 5 miles of mining access roads,

this unit's wilderness characteristics have been seriously degraded.

Therefore, Presilla cannot at this time be recommended for WSA status.

However, because the disqualifying human intrusions occurred after
passage of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 and

because the area possesses unique supplemental values, it is

recommended that the final decision on approximately 9,000 acres
be deferred to give the BLM time to evaluate Presilla's rehabili-
tation potential as well as the possibility of affecting an

alternative means of protection on all or a portion of approximately
9,000 acres of Unit NM-020-037.

The previously mentioned 3,800 acres of this unit lacks naturalness.
This portion of the unit is recommended to be dropped from further
wilderness consideration.
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Sierra Las Canas NM-020-038 19,000 acres

Unit Description

The unit is dominated by an extremely rugged desert mountain range,

the Sierra Las Canas, which is characterized by near vertical sheer
rock escarpments and deep narrow canyons. Vegetation ranges from
black grama grass and creosote bush through pinyon-juniper. Unit
elevation is from 5,100 to 6,200 feet. The area is located approxima-
tely 7 air miles east of Socorro, New Mexico.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Minor boundary adjustments due to substantially noticeable
intrusions required the deletion of approximately 2,250 acres from
the unit.

NATURALNESS: The Sierra Las Canas Unit certainly appears to be
affected primarily by the forces of nature. All human intrusions
within it are substantially unnoticeable. They include a handful of
prospect pits, four two-track ways, two small metal stock drinkers,
and two earthen stock tanks.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: This area offers human visitors
outstanding opportunities for both solitude and for primitive and
unconfined types of recreation. The Sierra Las Canas is located in

an extremely isolated region and is dominated by a rugged, broken,
and undifferentiated desert mountain range which presents the human
visitor with an environment of considerable beauty which is rarely
entered by anyone.

Recommendation

The Sierra Las Canas Unit is recommended for Wilderness Study Area
(WSA) status. Proposed WSA acreage is 16,750 acres.
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stallion NM-020-040 42,600 acres

Unit Description

This is an arid, mountainous unit dominated by sharply eroded, often
near vertical escarpments, long north-south trending ridges, and a

series of canyons and associated arroyos. Unit elevation ranges from
5,500 to 7,100 feet. The area is located 14 miles east of Socorro,
New Mexico,

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a more refined estimate, the number of acres being
intensively inventoried in Unit NM-020-040 is 42,700.

NATURALNESS: This area seems to possess outstanding naturalness
qualities from some observation points within the unit. However,
Stallion is impacted by a substantial number of human intrusions.
Their cumulative impact is believed by the BLM to be substantially
noticeable.

These intrusions include nearly 100 bulldozer constructed mining
prospect pits, 2 windmills, 6 earthen stock tanks, 4 erosion control
structures, a micro-wave reflector structure and 20 vehicle access
ways which total over 40 miles in combined length.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Outstanding opportunities for solitude
are present within the Stallion Unit. Outstanding opportunities for
a primitive and unconfined type of recreation are believed to be
lacking.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Stallion includes an escarpment 1,000 vertical
feet in height on its east face which is highly scenic. In addition,
the area is known to support a small herd of wild horses.

Recommendation

It is recommended this unit be dropped from further consideration.
This is due to the presence of what are believed to be substantially
noticeable human intrusions within the unit which impair its
wilderness characteristics. The judgment of the unit's wilderness
characteristics was difficult. The WSA recommendation of this unit
was derived after much discussion by BLM personnel. Due to the
importance of the decision and difficult judgments, public comments
on this unit's wilderness characteristics are especially encouraged.
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Horse Mountain NM-020-043 5,040 acres

Unit Description

The Horse Mountain Unit is a rugged and broken isolated mountain peak
rising abruptly out of the Plains of San Augustine. It is characterized
by high vertical cliffs, steep and rocky mountain slopes, deep canyons
and heavy forest. Interspersed throughout the dominately rugged
landforms are small, park- like meadows. Elevations vary from 6,700
to 9,200 feet. The unit is located 25 miles south of Pie Town, New
Mexico.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to revised estimates, this unit has been found to contain
5,140 acres.

NATURALNESS: Horse Mountain appears natural with the imprint of man
substantially unnoticeable. The only human intrusions include two
vehicle access ways which are rarely used and would soon disappear
if closed and a number of ponderosa pine stumps which remain from a
selective logging operation which took place 30 years ago.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: This unit offers human visitors outstanding
opportunities for both solitude and primitive recreation. The extreme
topographic relief, diversity of landforms, heavy forest environment
and Horse Mountain's physical isolation ensure the presence of such
opportunities.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: This unit is rich in supplemental values. Horse
Mountain is highly scenic. Wildlife values are significant for deer,
black bear, mountain lion, wild turkey, golden eagle and other raptors.
The area also still possess virgin ponderosa pine and mixed conifer
forest types.

Recommendation

The Horse Mountain Intensive Wilderness Inventory Unit is recommended
for Wilderness Study Area (WSA) status.
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Continental Divide NM-020-044 58,000 acres

(Formerly Pelona and Divide) 045 18,000 acres

Unit Description

Continental Divide, unit 020-044/045, lies 29 miles south of Datil,
New Mexico. The unit is bisected by the Continental Divide, and the
topography ranges from high mountain peaks to rugged canyons to vast
expanses of mountain prairie and rolling grassland. The dominant topo-
graphic feature is Pelona Mountain which encompasses 50,000 acres and
elevations ranging from 7,000 to 9,300 feet. Vegetation varies from
blue grama prairie to ponderosa and limber pine through aspen and mixed
conifer forest. One corner of the unit is contiguous with the Gila
National Forest to the south.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: 72,200 acres are proposed for WSA status. The intensive inventory
of Units NM-020-044 and NM-020-045 indicated the vehicle access route
which divides the two units fails to meet the BLM road definition; there-
fore, the Pelona and Divide units have been united into a single proposed
Wilderness Study Area.

NATURALNESS: The proposed Continental Divide WSA without question appears
natural and affected primarily by the forces of nature. The only impacts
are a handfull of range improvements, a series of old bulldozer scars
(fire breaks and former jeep trails) which most often are difficult to
even find, and eight two-track ways.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The large size, topographic diversity, vege-
tative screening, considerable beauty, and extremely isolated location of
the Continental Divide Unit provide outstanding opportunities for both
solitude and primitive recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: This area is highly scenic, provides some of the
finest antelope habitat in the Southwest and serves as prime winter
habitat for bald eagle. Archeological sites are present in the unit.

Recommendation

It is recommended the Pelona (NM-020-044) and Divide (NM0020-045)
Intensive Inventory Units be combined to form the 72,200 acre Continental
Divide Wilderness Study Area (WSA).
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Devil's Backbone NM-020-047A 9,200 acres
B 1,140 acres

Unit Description

The Devil's Backbone is appropriately named. It rises abruptly from
the surrounding desert grassland to culminate in sharp knife-like
ridges and stark, rocky peaks. Elevations range from 5,000 to 8,000
feet. The Devil's Backbone consists of the rugged and broken southern
flank of the Magdalena Mountains. The units are contiguous to the
Cibola National Forest's Ryan Hill RARE II Unit which is recommended
for further planning. The units are located approximately 17 miles
west of San Antonio, New Mexico.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a revised estimate, the number of acres being intensively
inventoried in Unit NM-020-047A is 8,860 and 1,200 acres for 47B.
Approximately 360 acres of 47B are recommended dropped due to a lack
of naturalness.

NATURALNESS: Intrusions within NM-020-047A include 7 miles of fencing,
three vehicle access ways and one earthen stock tank. However, due
to the extreme topographic relief throughout the unit, these intrusions
are not substantially noticeable. There are no intrusions in 47B after
excluding 360 acres which contained two vehicle ways, a metal stock
tank and buried plastic pipe.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Outstanding opportunities for both
solitude and primitive recreation are present in the two units due
to their isolation and mountainous character.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Scenic values are high. Golden eagle nest in
the unit and deer populations are high.

Recommendation

Wilderness Study Area status is recommended for Devil's Backbone
NM-020-047A, and for 840 acres of 47B.
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Magdalena A, B, and C NM-020-048A 8,800 acres
B 320 acres
C 400 acres

Unit(s) Description

The three Magdalena units are located approximately 9 air miles
southwest of Socorro, New Mexico and are contiguous to the Ryan Hill
RARE II Further Planning Unit on the Cibola National Forest. The
units form a portion of the foothills of the Magdalena Mountains.
Topography includes rolling grass-covered hills, numerous arroyos
and several large canyons. The dominant vegetative type is grass,
but pinyon, juniper and several species of oak are present.
Elevations vary from 5,700 through 7,200 feet.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Approximately 3,640 of the 8,800 acres in NM-020-048A appear
to be natural with the imprint of man being substantially unnoticeable.
The remaining 5,160 acres have an unnatural appearance due to the
presence of a series of mining prospects and associated access routes.
All 320 acres of 048B and all 400 acres of 048C appear to be natural
with the imprint of man being substantially unnoticeable.

Although the Magdalena units are all less than 5,000 acres in size,
they are adjacent to the U. S. Forest Service Ryan Hill Further
Planning (RARE II) Unit. Therefore, they meet the BLM's size
criteria,

NATURALNESS: Human intrusions within Unit NM-020-048A include two
dim vehicle access ways which are not substantially noticeable.
Intrusions within 48 B include one substantially unnoticeable vehicle
access way; there are no intrusions in 48C. All three units appear
to be natural

.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: When considered independent of the Forest
Service's Ryan Hill Further Planning (RARE II) Unit, none of the
Magdalena areas can be considered to possess outstanding opportunities
for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation. When
considered with Ryan Hill, however, outstanding opportunities are
present in both categories in the three areas,

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Wildlife values are significant in NM-020-048A.

Recommendation

Wilderness Study status is recommended for 3,640 acres of NM-020-048A,
320 acres of Unit NM-020-048B and 400 acres of Unit NM-020-048C.
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Padilla NM-020-051 24,800 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 5 air miles southeast of Socorro, New Mexico
and 4 air miles northeast of San Antonio, New Mexico. Padilla is

dominated by high Chihuahuan desert vegetation. Elevation ranges
from 4,600 to 5,700 feet. Topography varies from nearly flat desert
mesas bounded by arroyos of considerable size, to large well -developed
sand dunes, hills, canyons, and mountain terrain.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: The unit contains 24,800 acres. However, a buried telephone
cable, natural gas pipeline, roads, and stock developments reduce
the unit's acreage to approximately 16,000 acres.

NATURALNESS: The central core of Padilla, which is approximately
16,000 acres in size, appears natural. Human intrusions within this
portion include only three vehicle ways, 3 miles of buried plastic
tubing, one small drinking tub, and 17 miles of barbed wire fencing.

The remaining 8,800 acres have been significantly impacted by man
and appear unnatural

.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: This unit lacks both outstanding
opportunities for solitude and for primitive and unconfined types
of recreation. The majority of Padilla consists of relatively flat
desert land cut by occasional steep arroyos. The area fails to

provide adequate topographic or vegetative screening for human
visitors. In addition, Padilla lacks any natural surface water sources
as well as any outstanding physical features.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: A number of archeological sites are present
within this unit.

Recommendation

Padilla fails to meet the outstanding opportunities for solitude or

a primitive and unconfined type of recreation criteria and,

therefore, should be dropped from further wilderness consideration.
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Antelope NM-020-053 20,800 acres
(Formerly Little Yucca)

Unit Description

This is a rolling desert prairie environment. Elevations range from
4,765 to 5,065 feet. The dominant vegetative type is desert grassland
with typical species including black grama, alkali sacaton, sand sage,

yucca, and creosote bush; the latter species is present only on the
gravelly east slopes of San Pascual Mountain. The Antelope Unit is

contiguous to the San Pascual Wilderness Area located on the Bosque
del Apache National Wildlife Refuge. Unit NM-020-053 is adjacent to

this existing wilderness area's entire east boundary for a distance
of approximately 13 air miles. Antelope is located 6 air miles
southeast of San Antonio, New Mexico.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: A small boundary adjustment was necessary to exclude an

electric power line from the unit. This leaves a unit size of
20,710 acres.

NATURALNESS: Antelope appears to have been affected primarily by

the forces of nature with the imprint of man substantially
unnoticeable. Intrusions include 4 miles of barbed wire fencing,
3 two-track vehicle ways, 2 small metal drinking tubs, and 1 small

earthen reservoir.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The Antelope Unit is extremely isolated
and rarely visited. Despite its lack of topography, it is sufficiently
large and sufficiently rolling to screen human visitors one from
another. In fact, the area provides the experience of extreme
isolation in a big, expansive desertland environment. The Antelope
Unit, therefore, possesses outstanding opportunities for solitude.
Outstanding recreational opportunities are limited to hiking and
backpacking.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit is prime antelope and raptor habitat.

Recommendation

Wilderness study status is recommended for 20,710 acres of this unit.
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Lumbre NM-020-056A 10,700 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located approximately thirty-five miles south-southwest

of Socorro, New Mexico. The area is rolling to flat creosote desert

cut by numerous shallow arroyos and washes which run east and out of

the unit into the floodplain of the Rio Grande River. Elevation ranges

from 4,500 to 4,800 feet.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Intensive wilderness inventory unit NM 020-056A is 10,700

acres in size. However, the presence of two roads cut the unit

into three separate areas, all of which are less than 5,000 acres

in size.

NATURALNESS: Portions of Lumbre appear natural; however, the close

proximity of roads to virtually every acre within it combined with

the lack of significant topographic relief and vegetative diversity

produce an environment which overall appears unnatural.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The close proximity of roads, lack of

topographic relief, and monotonous creosote desert environment within

this inventory unit fails to provide either an outstanding opportunity

for solitude or for recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Archaeological sites may be present within

the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and should be dropped

from further wilderness consideration.
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Crawford Hollow NM-020-056B 12,240 acres

Unit Description

Crawford Hollow is located approximately thirty-two miles north-
northeast of Truth or Consequences, New Mexico. Unit topography is

rolling to flat with numerous shallow canyons and washes which drain
eastward and out of the unit into the floodplain of the Rio Grande
River. The dominant vegetative type is creosote bush. Elevations
vary from 4,400 to 4,900 feet.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Intensive Wilderness Inventory Unit 056B is 12,240 acres in
size. However, numerous roads within the unit divide it into a series
of areas all less than 5,000 acres in size.

NATURALNESS: Crawford Hollow not only is crisscrossed by many miles
of roads and vehicle ways, it contains numerous stock developments.
Overall, its appearance is unnatural.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The presence of numerous human intrusions
lack of topographic relief and low growing vegetative cover deny
human visitors either outstanding opportunities for solitude or a

primitive and unconfined recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Archaeological sites may be present within
the unit.

Recommendation

Crawford Hollow Unit NM 020-056B lacks wilderness characteristics
and should be dropped from further wilderness consideration.
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Canyon NM-020-061 8,300 acres

Unit Description

The Canyon Unit is located thirteen miles northwest of Monti cello, New
Mexico. The topography can be characterized as rolling hills broken by-

unnumerable draws, arroyos, and several large canyons. Elevations
range from 6,300 to 7,300 feet. The dominant vegetation is blue grama
grassland with scattered stringers of pinyon and juniper. A portion of
the Canyon Unit is contiguous to the Gila National Forest.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Necessary boundary adjustments due to the presence of an
electric power line and other nearby imoacts reduced the effective
inventory unit acreage to approximately 7,800 acres.

NATURALNESS: Overall, the Canyon unit appears natural. Human intru-
sions include two vehicle ways.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The grassland vegetation combined with the
small size and irregular boundary of the unit produce an area which
lacks outstanding opportunities for solitude. The unit also lacks out-
standing opportunities for a primitive and unconfined type of recreation,

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Canyon is excellent antelope habitat. Raptors
are also abundant.

Recommendation

Due to its lack of outstanding opportunities for solitude and/or a
primitive and unconfined type of recreation, it is recommended that the
Canyon unit, NM020-061 , be dropped from further wilderness consideration.
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Big Yucca NM-020-064 5,900 acres

Unit Description

Big Yucca is located 34 air miles southwest of Socorro, New Mexico.
The unit consititutes the extreme northern range of tree-size soap-
tree yucca (Yucca elata). This species attains heights approaching
30 feet within the unit. The topography of the unit is flat as
indicated by the uniform elevation range of 4,730 to 4,760 feet.
Landforms include desert flats, large sand dunes and sand blow out
areas. Range condition is excellent with species such as Indian
rice grass ( Oryzopsis hymenoides ) present.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Revised estimates place the unit's acreage at approximately
5,460.

NATURALNESS: Big Yucca appears to have been affected primarily by
the forces of nature. The sole human intrusion in this unit is a

small metal stock drinker and approximately 1 1/2 miles of associated
buried plastic tubing. This impact is substantially unnoticeable.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Because of the lack of topographic relief,
coupled with the unit's relatively small size, outstanding opportunities
for solitude do not exist in this unit. It is also felt the area
does not possess outstanding opportunities for primitive and unconfined
types of recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The large soap-tree yucca which characterize
the Big Yucca unit give the visitor the impression of walking
through a forest. This plant species adds considerable aesthetic
values to the unit. Wildlife values are high for antelope and raptors.

Recommendation

It is recommended that Unit NM-020-064, Big Yucca, be dropped from
further wilderness consideration. However, it is recognized the
area's supplemental values deserve further protection. The
feasibility of designating Big Yucca an "Area of Critical
Environmental Concern" (ACEC) is being explored.
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Rodeo NM-030-001 5,600 acres

Unit Description

This area is located in the Southern Peloncillo Mountains approximately

4 miles HE of Rodeo, NM. Most of the unit consists of steep north and
west facing slopes sparsely vegetated with desert shrub.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit contains 5,600 acres of public land. There are no private
or state inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The unit lacks naturalness. Imprints of man within the unit
include approximately 5 miles of jeep trails, a windmill, 2 dirt tanks, a

drinking tub, and shack. These improvements are located in the flats in the

northwestern and western parts of the unit. They are neither vegetatively
or topographically screened and are substantially noticeable from the west
and NW facing slopes. They cumulatively impact the naturalness of the unit.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities for
solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation. The constricted configuration
of the unit in combination with the lack of any topographic unity causes these

opportunities to be less than outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit may provide habitat for threatened and

endangered animal species.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and should be dropped from
further wilderness study.
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Black Mountain NM-030-003 6,560 acres

Unit Description

Located in the Southern Peloncillo Mountains approximately 10 miles
southeast of Rodeo, New Mexico, this unit contains steep mountainous
topography with elevations from 5,500 ft. to 6,500 ft. Vegetation
ranges through piedmont desert grassland, Madrean oak woodlands,
interior chaparral and pinyon-juniper woodlands as the elevation
increases.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to revised estimates, this unit contains 5,480 acres of
public land. Six-hundred and eighty acres of BLM land contiguous to
the Coronado National Forest are excluded from the inventory unit.
This parcel is not contiguous to the rest of the Black Mountain Unit
and was included in intensive inventory only because it is contiguous
to RARE II roadless area 3-111 allocated for non-wilderness. After
boundary adjustment, the unit contains 5,800 acres of public land and
40 acres of private inhol dings.

NATURALNESS: This unit appears natural. A jeep trail and dirt tank
in the northern part of the unit are presently not maintained and being
allowed to revert to a natural condition. One other stock tank and
concrete dam are substantially unnoticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Mountainous terrain and diverse vegetation
enhance outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive and
unconfined recreation found in the unit. Limited access into the unit
also con^tributes to outstanding opportunities for solitude.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains ecological features of
scientific and educational interest. A portion of the northern part
of the unit are included in the proposed Central Peloncillo Research
Natural Area (RNA). The area has been managed as an RNA since
December 6, 1977 pending formal designation in the Federal Register.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for
wilderness study. The recommended WSA contains 5,800 acres of
public lands.
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Granite Gap (South) 1-030-006 25,860 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located in the Peloncillo Mountains 5 miles NW of
Animas, New Mexico and directly south of Highway 80. The terrain is

characterized by rugged, mountain peaks and ridges dissected by

arroyos. The unit includes portions of the San Simon Valley to the
west and the Animals Valley to the east. The predominant vegetation
is desert shrub and shortgrasses.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due a revised estimate, this unit now contains 22,614 acres of

public land. Boundary adjustments based on roads through Cowboy Pass

and Martin Draw reduced the size the inventory unit to 20,044 acres of
public land. There are 680 acres of State inholdings and 320 acres
or private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: This unit lacks naturalness. Seven dirt tanks, 2 windmills,
2 pipelines, 13 jeep trails and numerous mining prospects are located
in the unit. The dirt tanks and jeep trails are primarily located in

major canyons and are substantially noticeable from within the canyons
as well as from the peaks. These imprints cumulatively impact the
naturalness of the unit.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities
for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. The unit
surrounds on three sides the highest and most rugged peaks in the
area. This crescent-shaped configuration and lack of topographic
integrity in combination with the lack of vegetative screening limit
opportunities for solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit possibly provides habitat for threatened
or endangered animal species.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and should be dropped from
further wilderness consideration.
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Cowboy Spring NM-030-007 6,880 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located in the central part of the Animas Mtns., 25 air miles

southeast of Animas, NM. This unit is characterized by ruqqed mountains
topography and deeply cut canyons. A 6000 ft. ridge trends N-S through the

central portion of the unit. Vegetation is primarily grasses, yucca, and

cholla with scattered oak-juniper woodlands at higher elevations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to revised estimates, this unit contains 6,920 acres of public
land. The»-e are no private or state inhol dings.

NATURALNESS: The unit generally appears natural. Approximately 2 miles of

jeep trail enter the unit on the west and east but their cumulative impacts

are not substantially noticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit contains outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. The unit is very remote

and rugged. The topography provides ample screening for solitude. Most of

the unit is accessible only by foot or horseback,

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit possibly provides habitat for threatened and

endangered animal species. The unit also has high scenic values.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for wilderness

study. The recommended WSA contains 6,920 acres of public lands.
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Millsite Creek NM-030-008 9,720 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 22 air miles SE of Animas NM, along the eastern edge

of the central Animas Mountains. A steep 5700 foot ridge forms the western
boundary of the unit. The remainder of the unit covers gently sloping

foothills and flats. Vegetation consists of mixed desert shrub, mesquite,

and grasses.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit contains 9,440 acres of public land and 40 acres of state

inhol dings. Boundary adjustment to exclude a road in the NE corner of the

unit deleted 280 acres from the original intensive inventory unit.

NATURALNESS: The unit generally appears natural. The abandoned Red Hill

Mine is in the southern part of the unit and a jeep trail runs E-W along

a fenceline through the center of the unit. However, the cumulative impacts

are not substantially noticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities
for solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation. The lack of vegetative

and topographic screening coupled with the nearness (less than 5 miles)

of the Phelps-Dodge Hidalgo Copper Smelter diminish opportunities to avoid

the sights and sounds of man to less than outstanding. The operations of the

smelter can be heard throughout most of the unit.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit possibly provides habitat for threatened or

endangered animal species.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and should be dropped from

further wilderness study.
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Beacon Hill NM-030-009 37,660 acres

Unit Description

Located 3 miles SE of Animas, NM, this unit includes the northern
Animas Mountains and portions of the Animas and Playas Valleys. Vegetative

cover consists of shortgrasses and desert shrub with scattered pinyon-juniper

at higher elevations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit contains 37,660 acres of public land. There are no state or

private inhol dings. Thirty miles of roads cut the Beacon Hill inventory unit

into 9 roadless areas. Three of these areas are greater than 5,000 acres

in size.

NATURALNESS: The unit lacks naturalness. The roadless area in the north central

portion of the unit (12,700 acres) contains 4 miles of buried pipeline, 3 drinking

tubs, 2 storage tanks, 3 dirt tanks, 2 windmills, a corral, and 3 miles of

jeep trails. Surface disturbance associated with unpatented mining claims is

substantially noticeable in the area. The two roadless areas in the southern

portion of the unit are divided by the road through Whitmire Pass. Both areas

have narrow, constricted configurations and both are no more than 2.5 miles

wide at any point. The roadless area north of Whitmire Pass (6,400 acres)

contains 2 dirt tanks, 2 detention dams, and 6 miles of jeep trails. Mining

activity is noticeable in the NE portion of the area. The roadless area south

of Whitmire Pass (9,600 acres) contains 4 dirt tanks, a windmill, and 4 miles

of jeep trials. In summary, all three roadless areas greater than 5,000 acres

within the Beacon Hill unit are cumulatively impacted by the works of man

and lack of apparent naturalness.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit does not offer outstanding opportunities for

solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation. The most interesting and rugged

central portions of the unit are cut up into areas less than 5,000 acres. Due to

configuration and limited topographic and vegetative screening, opportunities

available in those areas greater than 5,000 acres are not considered outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit possibly provides habitat for threatened and

endangered animal species.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and should be dropped from further

wilderness study.
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pyramids NM-030-011 52,860

Unit Description

Directly south of Lordsburg, NM, this unit includes the middle part of

the Pyramid Mtns. and gently sloping to flat terrain to the east. The
Pyramids are bare, pyramidal shaped hills sparsely vegetated with grasses.

Creosote, mesquite, grasses, and cacti are predominant in the flatter
areas.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Roads identified in intensive inventory divided this unit into

5 areas; 2 of these areas (North and South) are greater than 5,000 acres.

NATURALNESS: The naturalness of both areas has been cumulatively and
negatively impacted by range improvements and mining activity. The

northern area contains 7 dirt tanks, 3 windmills, 2 storage tanks,

12 miles of buried pipeline, 10 drinking tubs or troughs, a rock dam,

a wooden barn and holding pens, and a corral. There are approximately
14 miles of jeep trail in the area and substantial evidence of mining
activity. The southern area contains 3 dirt tanks and 5 windmills. At
least 5 areas in the western part of the area (around Lightning Dock Mountain).

exhibit substantial evidence of mining.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit does not contain outstanding opportunities

for solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation. Although present, due to

the limited vegetative screening and number and location of developments

(especially mining activity) opportunities to avoid the sights and sounds of

others or for dispersed recreation cannot be considered outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit possibly provides habitat for threatened and

endangered animal species.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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UHL Draw NM-030-012 30,660 acres

Unit Description

Located 14 miles SSW of Lordsburg, NM, this unit contains the southeastern
portion of the Pyramid Mtns. and gently sloping to level desert valley to
the east. Vegetation consists of creosote, mesquite, grasses, and cacti.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Roads identified during intensive inventory reduced the size of the
inventory unit from 30,660 acres to 9,520 acres of public land. There are
640 acres of state inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The unit does not generally appear natural. The unit contains
6 miles of jeep trail, 3 dirt tanks, 2 windmills, 6 miles of buried pipeline,
and 7 drinking tubs. The cumulative impacts of these imprints are substantially
noticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit does not contain outstanding opportunities
for solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation. The size of the unit, in
combination with the lack of adequate topographic or vegetative screening limit
opportunities for solitude. The unit does not offer an outstanding diversity
in types of recreation or an outstanding quality in any one opportunity.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit possibly provides habitat for threatened and
endangered animal species.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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Gila Box NM-030-023 16,800 acres

Unit Description

Located approximately 23 miles northwest of Lordsburg, New Mexico,
this unit includes the steep sided canyon of the "Lower Box" portion
of the Gila River, with canyons and rolling hills in the remainder
of the area. Yucca, creosote, cacti, and shortgrass characterize the
vegetation in the majority of the unit. River willow and cottonwood
are found along the river.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a revised estimate, the number of acres being intensively
inventoried is 20,120 and 80 acres of private inholdings. The southern
boundary of the portion of the unit with wilderness characteristics
has been placed along an E-W jeep trail 2 miles south of the river.
This excludes 11,090 acres of the unit lacking naturalness.

NATURALNESS: The recommended WSA generally appears natural. It
contains some imprints of man (dirt tank, developed spring, and 2.5
miles of jeep trails), but their cumulative impacts are not substan-
tially noticeable in the unit as a whole.

The portion of the unit excluded by the boundary adjustments contains
4 dirt tanks, 6 miles of jeep trail, a gravel pit, the Black Bob Mine,
and powerline rights-of-way.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit contains outstanding opportunities
for solitude and a primitive and unconfined recreation. The canyon
is very remote and rugged. Both topography and vegetation provide
ample screening for solitude. Recreational opportunities include
rockhounding, sightseeing, fishing, hiking, floatboating, and photography.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Significant cultural and zoological (threatened
and endangered species) supplemental values are present in the
recommended WSA.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for
wilderness study. The recommended WSA contains 9,030 acres of
public land.
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Red Rock NM-030-025 14,460 acres

Unit Description

Directly SE of Redrock, NM, this unit is characterized by rolling desert

hills and ridges of uniform elevation dissected by drainages towards the

Gila River. Vegetation is sparse, consisting of shortgrasses, desert
shrub, and cacti, with some cottonwoods in the drainages.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Boundary adjustments made on the basis of roads confirmed during
intensive inventory reduced the size of the inventory unit. The northern
portion of the unit containing the Gila Middle Box was divided from the unit
by the road through House Canyon. This northern area was less than 5,000
acres in size and dropped from further inventory. After boundary revision,
the unit contains 8,600 acres of public land. There are no state or private
inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The unit lacks naturalness. Imprints of man within the unit
include approximately 2 miles of buried pipeline, 3 drinking tubs, 2 corrals,
and 5 large dirt tanks. The pipeline scars are visible where the N-S pipeline
crosses the NW-SE trending ridges and arroyos. The dirt tanks are located in

arroyos along the eastern edge of the unit and substantially noticeable from
ridges in the central portion of the unit. Due to the cumulative impact of

these developments, the unit lacks apparent naturalness.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Due to the sparse vegetation and modest topography
of the area in combination with the size and configuration of the unit,

opportunities for solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation are not

considered outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no known supplemental values within the unit.

Recommendation
This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and should be dropped from further
wilderness study.
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Blue Creek NM-030-026 46,580 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 2 miles NE of Redrock, NM, north of the Gila
River. Rolling desert hills and drainages towards the Gila River
characterize the unit. Black Mountain, in the SW part of the unit,
is the major physiographic feature. Typical vegetation is desert
shrub, cacti and shortgrasses with riparian types along the
drainages and sparse pinyon-juniper at higher elevations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a revised estimate, the number of acres being intensively
inventories is 33,473. The recommended WSA includes 13,584 acres of
public land and 1,280 acres of State inhol dings. Recommended
boundary adjustments would exclude 19,889 acres of public land NE and
SW of Black Mountain lacking naturalness.

NATURALNESS: The recommended WSA appears to be natural and the
cumulative impacts of the imprings of man (3 miles of jeep trail,
2 dirt tanks and a corral) are not substantially noticeable in the
unit as a whole.

The recommended WSA boundary would exclude 6 miles of buried pipeline,
6 drinking tubs, 8 dirt tanks, 10 miles of jeep trails, 2 corrals, a
windmill and a water storage tank. The boundary would also exclude
5 miles of Duncan Valley Electric Cooperative powerline running
along the NE edge of the unit and 4 miles of powerline along the
southern edge.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Black Mountain is located in the central
portion of the recommended WSA. Surrounding canyons and drainages
are also within the recommended boundary. The size and configuration
of the unit in combination with its topographic variety and unity
provide outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive and
unconfined recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit provides contrasting scenic vistas
of mountainous forested areas to the north and northeast and the
Gila River and Lordsburg desert mesa to the south.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for
wilderness study. The reconmended WSA contains 13,584 acres of
public land.
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Mud Springs Peak NM-030-027 12,900 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located directly north and northeast of Virden, NM. The southern
part of the unit is characterized by sparsely vegetated rolling hills and ridges

cut by SW-NE trending, shallow arroyos. Moving north, the topography becomes

more rugged and broken. Vegetation consists of desert shrub and shortgrass with

scattered pinyon-juniper in the northernmost portions of the unit.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit is divided into two roadless areas (North and South) greater

than 5,000 acres by a road running south from the NE corner of Sec. 6,

T. 18 S., R. 20 W., to the SW corner of Sec. 20.

NATURALNESS: The southern area is natural. A windmill, corral, and tub are

located in the center of the area. The development is substantially unnoticeable

in the overall unit.

The northern area lacks apparent naturalness. The boundary surrounds one

topographic feature (Mud Springs Peak) completely. All of the imprints of man

(2 dirt tanks, a corral, and 4 miles of jeep trail) are located on the slopes

of the mountain or are visisble from the slopes. Due to the combination of the

area's configuration and location of imprints, apparent naturalness is lacking.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Both roadless areas lack the necessary topographic

and vegetative screening for areas of small size to ensure outstanding opportunities

for solitude. Neither area offers outstanding opportunities for dispersed

recreation in terms of variety or quality of opportunities.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no known supplemental values in the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness

study.
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Grapevine Spring NM-030-028 5,560 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 10 air miles NE of Redrock, NM, northwest of the

Big Burro Mountains. The unit is characterized by steep mountainous

topography and pi nyon-juniper woodland.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: After boundary adjustments, this unit contains 5,200 acres of public

land. There are no State or private inholdings. Boundary adjustments were

made at the western edge of the unit to exclude a road along Ash Creek.

NATURALNESS: The unit generally appears natural. Five earth tanks, 1 mile

of pipeline, and 2 drinking tubs are within the unit boundary. However, the

rugged topography and moderate to dense vegetative cover provide effective

screening for these imprints of man and their cumulative impacts are not

substantially noticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit provides outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. The terrain and vegetation

easily allow one to escape the sights and sounds of other visitors. Outstanding

opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation include hiking, backpacking,

photography, and hunting.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit has scenic supplemental values.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for wilderness

study. The recommended WSA contains 5,200 acres of public land.
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High Lonesome NM-030-029 12.640 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 10 air miles north of Redrock, NM, The terrain is
mountainous and dissected by numerous canyons. Vegetation consists primarily
of short grasses with scattered pinyon-juniper.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit contains 12,640 acres of public land. There are no state
or private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The unit lacks apparent naturalness. A dirt tank is located in
nearly every canyon in the unit. A total of 21 dirt tanks and approximately
15 miles of jeep trail are within the unit boundary. These imprints of man
cumulatively and substantially impact the naturalness of the unit.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit does not offer outstanding opportunities
for solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation. The number and location of
developments, combined with the size and configuration of the unit and sparse
vegetative screening limit opportunities to avoid the sights and evidence of
man. These characteristics also reduce opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreation to less than outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no known supplemental values within the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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Cooke Range NM-030-031 28,000 acres

Unit Description

This unit, located 20 miles north of Deming, NM, includes most of the rugged
Cooke Range and surrounding foothills and drainages. Elevation varies from
4,800' in Starvation Draw to 8,408' at Cookes Peak. Vegetation consists of

mixed mountian shrub, desert shrub, and grasses with pinyon-juniper occuring

in canyons and on east and north-facing slopes.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Boundary adjustments to exclude roads were made in the north and NE

portions of the unit. The recommended WSA contains 19,870 acres of public land

and 640 acres of state inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The unit generally appears natural. A telephone line, earthen

dams, mining scars, 3 windmills, 8 springs, and 4 jeep trails are within the

unit boundary. However, these imprints are topographically and vegetatively

screened and their cumulative impacts are not substantially noticeable in the

unit as a whole. A recommended WSA boundary adjustment in the southern part

of the unit would exclude a detention dam that substantially impacts naturalness

locally.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit contains outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. Both, topography and

vegetation provide ample screening for solitude. Recreational opportunities

include backpacking, hiking, hunting, mountain and rock climbing, horseback

riding, rock- hounding, and sightseeing.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The Cooke Range unit contains features of scenic, cultural,

and historical value.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for wilderness

study. The recommended WSA contains 19,870 acres of public land and 640 acres

of state inholdings.
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Florida Mountains NM-030-034 75,310 acres

Unit Description

This unit, located 12 miles SE of Deming, m, contains the Florida Mountains,
a rugged N-S trending range with a total relief of about 2,800 ft. Large
rock outcrops, high vertical cliffs, and many steep and narrow draws typify
the topography. The unit includes surrounding foothills and creosote flats.
Vegetation consists of pinyon-juniper grassland, mixed mountain shrub, desert
shrub, and shortgrass.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Roads identified in inventory divided the unit into 17 roadless areas,
4 of which are greater than 5,000 acres. Only one of these 4 areas has
wilderness characteristics. The recommended WSA contains 18,904 acres of

public land. There are no state or private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: All 4 areas greater than 5,000 acres generally appear natural.
There are 4 jeep trails (access to mining claims) and evidences of mining
activity within the recommended VJSA. These imprints do not cumulatively
impact the overall naturalness of the recommended WSA. The 3 roadless areas
in the eastern and southern parts of the unit contain earthen dams and jeep trails,

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The recommended WSA Includes the central, mountainous
portion of the unit. The size and vegetative and topographic screening provide
outstanding opportunities for solitude. Outstanding opportunities for hiking,
backpacking, mountain climbing, and nature study are present.

The 3 roadless areas to the east and south lack outstanding opportunities for

solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation. The areas are located in the

foothills and creosote flats. The almost total lack of relief and low growth

form of the vegetation in combination with size limit these opportunities.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES:
supplemental values.

Recommendation

The recommended WSA contains scenic and biological

A portion of this unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for

wilderness study. The recommended WSA contains 18,904 acres of public land.
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Big Hatchet Mountains NM-030-035 120,170 acres

Unit Description

Located 20 miles south of Hachita, NM, this unit includes the Big Hatchet
Mountains, and surrounding foothills and drainages. Rugged terrain coupled
with broad canyons typify the unit. Elevation varies from 4400' to 8366'.

Pinyon-juniper and mountain shrub occur at higher elevations while desert
shrub, mesquite, and associated grassland communities occur in the lower
canyons.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Of the 120,170 acres intensively inventoried, some 65,950 acres of public
land are within the recommended WSA. The recommended WSA contains 2,080 acres
of state and 90 acres of private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The central portion of the unit recommended for further study
generally appears natural. The number, size, and distribution of imprints
(trails, fences, dirt tanks, old mines, retention dams, wildlife waters) are
not substantially noticeable in the overall unit. Boundary adjustments
exclude NE and SW portions of the unit containing roads, jeep trails, and

grazing improvements.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit contains outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. Due to a combination of

large size, and topographic and vegetative screening, this unit provides ample

opportunities to avoid the sights and sounds of others. The rugged
natural terrain, scenic and wildlife values provide excellent opportunities
for dispersed recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The Big Hatchets has the only healthy, wild, remnant,

indigenous herd of desert bighorn sheep in the state. The unit also provides

habitat for threatened and endangered flora and fauna and has high scenic qualities.

Recommendation

A portion of this unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for

wilderness study. The recommended WSA contains 65,950 acres of public land.
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Sierra Ricas NM-030-036 28,760 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 10 miles SSE of Hatchita, MM, and includes the
Sierra Ricas and a mesquite-creosote covered basin to the south. The
Sierra Ricas are a low mountain-rolling hills complex vegetated with desert
shrub, cacti, and short grass. Elevation within the unit varies from
5,500' to 4,300'.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Roads verified in intensive inventory reduced the size of the unit to

about 19,000 acres of public land. There are 640 acres of state inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The unit does not generally appear natural. Evidences of
mineral exploration, 3 dirt tanks, 2 drill pads, and 6 jeep trails impact the
naturalness of the unit. Although certain parts of the unit appear natural,
when assessing the unit as a whole, it does not appear to have been affected
primarily by nature's forces.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit does not contain outstanding opportunities
for solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation. The lack of adequate
topograhpic and vegetative screening combined with size result in less than

outstanding opportunities for solitude. Recreational opportunities cannot be

considered outstanding in terms of variety or the outstanding quality of any

one opportunity.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no known supplemental values in the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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Alamo Hueco Mountains NM-030-038 12,540 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 35 miles south of Hachita, NM, in the SW corner of the State

and includes a major portion of the Alamo Hueco Mtns. and surrounding foothills

and drainages. The topography is characterized by outcrops of bedrock that

form vertical cliffs. Elevation varies from 4,700' to 6,417' at Pierce Peak.

Vegetative cover is predominantly grasses with scattered mountain shrub and

juniper trees.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Identification of roads in intensive inventory expanded the northern

boundary of the unit and deleted certain southern and eastern portions of the

unit. Boundary adjustments increased the size of the unit to 20,840 acres of

public land. There are 640 acres of state and 240 acres of private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: This unit appears natural. Imprints of man are limited (2 dirt

tanks, 2 short access routes, windmill, tub, and earthen dike) and substantially

unnoticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit contains outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. The Alamo Huecos are very

rugged, remote, and scenic. These qualities support opportunities to avoid

the sights and sounds of others and also provide opportunities for dispersed

recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: This unit contains significant cultural resources (rock

art in picture cave), threatened and endangered plant species, and a variety of

wildlife.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for wilderness

study. The recommended WSA contains 20,840 acres of public land.
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Cedar Mountains NM-030-042 205,216 acres

Unit Description

This unit, located approximately 20 miles SW of Deming, NM, is made up of
the Cedar Mtns. and surrounding rolling hills and flats. Vegetation types
include desert shrub, cacti, shortgrasses, and very sparse juniper at higher
elevations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Numerous roads identified in intensive inventory disect the unit, cutting
it into less than 5,000 acre parcels.

NATURALNESS: The unit does not appear natural. Numerous imprints of man
impact the unit. Seventeen windmills, fences, dirt tanks, erosion control
dams, miles of buried pipeline, drinking tubs, jeep trails, and evidences of
mining activity cumulatively and negatively impact the naturalness of the unit.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive and unconfined recreation due to the number and location of imprints
and lack of adequate topographic and vegetative screening.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no known supplemental values in the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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East Potrillos NM-030-051 26,300 acres

Unit Description

This unit consists of the East Potrillo Mountains and portions of the surrounding
alluvial plain. The East Potrillos are sparsely vegetated, rugged, and steep.

The mountains rise more than 1000 ft. above mesquite dunes and creosote flats to

the west and southwest.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit contains 26,300 acres of public land and 2,560 acres of state
inhol dings.

NATURALNESS: This unit lacks naturalness. The eastern slopes of the mountains
are severely impacted by 2 mines, a drill pad, and 2 jeep trails. Several mines,
mineral test pits, and access trails are located on the western slopes. Four dirt
tanks, a tub and pipeline, and 4 miles of jeep trail are located in the gently
rolling dunes west and SW of the mountains. The cumulative impacts of these
imprints of man are substantially noticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The East Potrillos is a long, narrow mountain range

running through the eastern third of the unit. The range offers outstanding
backcountry recreational experiences such as hiking, backpacking, and hunting.

The unit offers only limited opportunities for avoiding the evidence of
other people in the unit. The majority of the unit consists of gently sloping
mesquite dunes and flats which are highly visible from the mountain range.

The topographic screening in relation to the unit's size does not provide
outstanding opportunities for solitude.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are evidences of pre-Columbian American-Indian
inhabitation in the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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West Potrillo Mountains NM-030-052 280,200 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 40 miles SW of Las Cruces, and contains the West Potrillo
Mtns., Mt. Riley, and portions of the surrounding alluvial-filled desert basin.
The West Potrillos are a N-S trending series of low volcanic cinder cones. The
topography is undulating and discontinuous. Maximum relief is about 1,000'
above the desert basin. Vegetation is sparse and ranges from creosote-mesquite
to desert shrub-grass types as elevation increases.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Roads identified in inventory divided the unit into 10 roadless areas;
6 are greater than 5,000 acres. One of these areas located in the central,
mountainous portion of the unit contains wilderness characteristics. The
recommended WSA contains 131,745 acres of public land. There are 9,080 acres
of state and 100 acres of private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: All roadless areas in the original inventory unit generally appear
natural. The recommended WSA contains 13 dirt tanks and 60 miles of jeep trail.
Due to the vast size and varied topography of the recommended WSA, the cumulative
impacts are not substantially noticeable.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The large size, configuration, and varied topography
of the recommended WSA provide outstanding opportunities for solitude. Outstanding
recreation opportunties include hiking, backpacking, photography, and geological
sightseeing.

The 4 areas in the NW and western parts of the unit and the Mt. Riley area lack
outstanding opportunities. In all of these areas the combinations of sparse
vegetative screening, inadequate topographic screening, and/or size and
configuration reduce opportunities to avoid the sights and sounds of others.
Recreation opportunities lack the diversity and quality of opportunities available
in the recommended WSA.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The recommended WSA contains geological supplemental values.

Recommendation

The central portion of this unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies
for wilderness study. The recommended WSA contains 131,745 acres of public land.
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Aden Lava Flow NM-030-053 33,010 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 25 air miles SW of Las Cruces, NM. The majority of

the unit consists of a basaltic pressure ridge, sinks, spatter cones, and
other depressions typical of lava flow physiography. The southeastern portion
of the unit is characterized by flat, sedimented lava features with little
vegetation other than grass and small shrubs.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: The recommended WSA contains 24,790 acres of public land and 1,280
acres of state inholdings. Recommended boundary adjustments along the NE, NW,

western and southern boundaries of the unit would exclude portions of the unit
lacking naturalness.

NATURALNESS: This unit generally appears natural. Imprints of man within the
recommended WSA (access routes into Aden Crater and 4 miles of jeep trail in the
SE part of the unit) are not substantially noticeable in the unit as a whole.
The portions of the unit excluded by the recommended boundary adjustments contain
access routes, 4 drinking tubs and troughs, a pipeline, transmission line, corral
storage tank ("The Tub"), and the developments at Johnson Stockade.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit contains outstanding opportunities for
solitude. The varied topographic features of the majority of the unit as well

as the large size provide outstanding opportunities to avoid the sights and

sounds of others. Recreational opportunities could include hiking, backpacking,
nature study, and spelunking. These opportunities are not considered outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The NE portion of the Aden Lava Flow (4008 acres) was
formally designated as a Research Natural Area in the Federal Register on

Nov. 2, 1978.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for wilderness study.

The recommended WSA contains 24,790 acres of public land.
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Robledo Mountains NM-030-063 38,670 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 3 miles northvvest of Las Cruces, NM, just west of the
Rio Grande. The Robledos, a small chain of rugged volcanic mountains,
are in the northeast part of the unit, the Rough and Ready Hills to the

northwest, and Corralitos Plateau, a flat mesa south of Indian Spring
Canyon. Vegetation consists of grass associations in the mountainous
terrain and creosote in the flat lands.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to revised estimate, this unit has been found to contain
38,590 acres of public land. There are no State or private inhol dings.

NATURALNESS: The unit does not generally appear natural. Approximately
40 miles of jeep trail disect the unit. Four dirt tanks, a windmill,
and 3 drinking troughs are also in the unit. Although there are portions
of the unit that remain natural, the cumulative impacts of the imprints
of man (especially ORV trails) are substantially noticeable when
considering the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities
for solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation. Only the central
portion of the unit appears natural. The configuration of this portion
of the unit is very irregular due to the corridored road to Lookout Peak.

This factor coupled with the severe ORV impacts in the southeast and
northwest limit opportunities for solitude or primitive and unconfined
recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains historical, cultural, and
geological supplemental values. There are also caves in the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for
wilderness study.
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Las Uvas Mountains NM-030-065 37,760 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 2 miles south of Hatch, NM, and contains the Las Uvas Mts.
The Las Uvas are composed of tilted bedded volcanic rock with a gentle western
slope and cliffs on the east side. Vegetation varies from desert shrubs, yucca,
and creosote at lower elevations to juniper and grasses at higher elevations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Roads identified in inventory reduced the size of the unit to 23,860 acres
of public land. There are 40 acres of private and 1,280 acres of state inhol dings,

NATURALNESS: The unit lacks naturalness. Twelve miles of jeep trail and 10 miles
of corridored roads (includes Rustler Fire Break) disect the unit. Additionally
14_dirt tanks, corrals, a windmill, and an area of historic terracing are in the
unit. These imprints cumulatively and negatively impact the overall naturalness
of the unit.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive and unconfined recreation. Due to the location and number of
developments, the spider web of corridored roads and trails, and the resulting
irregular configuration, opportunities are considered less than outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no known supplemental values in the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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Magdalena Peak 030-066 82,247 acres

Unit Description

Located approximately 20 miles NE of Las Cruces, NM., this unit consists of
volcanic ridges and canyons of the southern and western Uvas Mtns. Vegetation
varies from desert shrub and shortgrass to juniper and grasses in higher elevations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Roads identified in inventory divided this unit into numerous areas;
five of which are greater than 5,000 acres.

NATURALNESS: All five roadless areas lack naturalness. Numerous range improve-
ments (dirt stock tanks, pipeline scars, drinking tubs, drift fences) are
found throughout. There are also numerous jeep trails in the unit which pro-
vide access to these developments. These imprints cumulatively and negatively
impact the naturalness of the unit.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: This unit lacks outstanding opportunities for
solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. Due to the irregular con-
figurations of the areas (a result of corridored roads and ownership patterns)
and their small sizes, combined with the number and location of improvements,
outstanding opportunities are lacking.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no known supplemental values in the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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Mine House Spring NM-030-074 7,710 acres

Unit Description

This unit is 15 miles east of Las Cruces, NM , south of Hwy. 70 and the
town of Organ. The unit contains the northern Organ Mtns. and bordering
alluvial fans. The Organs are characterized by rugged rock outcrops and
massive, jagged vertical intrusions. Elevation ranges from 5,000' to 9,012'.
Vegetation includes 4 life zones; the Lower and Upper Sonoran, Transition,
and Canadian. Cacti, grasses, sotol , yucca, browse plants and bushes, oak,
pine, spruce, and juniper are among the approximately 800 species that occur
in the area.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: The recommended WSA contains 7,200 acres of public land. There are
no state or private inholdings. Boundary adjustments were made to exclude
roads, mines, and portions of the unit lacking naturalness.

NATURALNESS: This unit generally appears natural. Imprints of man within
the recommended WSA include the Baylor Pass National Recreation Trail (4,65 miles),
fencing, gates, recreation signs, and one dirt detention dam. The cumulative
impact of these imprints is not substantially noticeable in the unit as a whole.
The portion of the unit excluded by the boundary adjustments contains the
Aguirre Spring Campground Woodyard, powerlines, 2 mines, the Baylor Pass Trail
parking area, and roads in the southern tip of the unit.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: This unit contains outstanding opportunities for
solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. Rugged topography and the

wide variety of vegetation provide ample screening for solitude. The unit
offers an outstanding diversity in types of recreation: hiking, backpacking,
mountain and rock climbing, sightseeing, and rockhounding opportunities are
abundant.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: This unit contains scenic, biological, and geological
supplemental values.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for wilderness
study. The recommended WSA contains 7,200 acres of public land.
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Jornada Lava Flow NM-030-081 47,750 acres
NM- 020- 055

Unit Description

This unit consists of contiguous units in the Socorro and Las Cruces Districts.
Inventory was conducted jointly by the two districts. Located 32 air miles NE
of Truth or Consequences, NM, just west of the White Sands Missile Range, the
unit encompasses the eastern 1/3 of the Jornada Lava Flow, a creosote covered
region to the south, and yucca flats to the north. The lava flow is composed
of rolling and rough topography sparsely vegetated with grasses and desert
shrub.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Roads identified in inventory reduced the size of the unit. The north,
south, and east boundaries of the recommended WSA have been placed along jeep
trails nearer the edges of the lava flow to exclude portions of the unit lacking
wilderness characteristics. The recommended WSA contains 28,919 acres of public
land. There are no state or private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The recommended WSA appears natural. It contains fences and a

jeep trail, but these imprints are topographically screened and unnoticeable
in the unit as a whole. The portions of the unit excluded by the boundary
adjustments contains 5 miles of buried pipeline, 8 drinking troughs, 2 storage
tanks, 2 corrals, 2 windmills, and 8 miles of jeep trail.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit contains outstanding opportunities for
solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. The rugged, varied topography
of the lava flow provides natural screening between visitors. Outstanding
opportunities for hiking, photography, and sightseeing are available in the
lava flow.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The lava flow contains scenic values.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for wilderness
study. The recommended WSA contains 28,919 acres of public land.
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Potter NM-030-086 8,535 acres

Unit Description

This area is located approximately 30 miles east of Truth or Consequences,
New Mexico, on the western slopes of the San Andres Mountains. It is

characterized by limestone strata hills cut by east-west trending canyons.
Vegetation types include creosote in the western flats, desert grassland
in the intermediate zones, and pi nyon- juniper in the upper reaches.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: The unit contains 8,535 acres of public land. There are no state
or private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The unit does not generally appear natural. Almost every major
canyon in the unit is impacted by a jeep trail. A total of 5 jeep trails, 3 dirt
tanks, 2 steel storage tanks, a building, and a set of holding pens are found

in the unit. The cumulative impacts of these imprints are substantially
noticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. Visitors to the unit would
find it difficult to avoid the sights and sounds of man around the numerous
range developments in the central and southern parts of the unit. That portion
of the unit that is undeveloped is too small to provide outstanding opportunities
for solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no known supplemental values within the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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Little Black Peak NM-030-109 18,800 acres

Unit Description

Located 3 miles NW of Carrizozo, NM, this unit consists of the portion of the
Carrizozo Lava Flow North of Highway 380. Little Black Peak marks the most
prominent lava cone in the flow. Elongate pressure ridges, fissures, and
circular depressions characterize the terrain. Vegetation consists of pinon-
juniper, cacti, and grass associations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Boundary adjustments to exclude 2 roads along the western edge of the
lava flow reduced the size of the unit to 15,910 acres of public land. WSA
boundary adjustments in the NE part of the unit would exclude 2 narrow fingers

that extend beyond the lava flow and lack outstanding opportunities for soli-
tude and primitive and unconfined recreation. The recommended WSA contains
15,570 acres of public land and 640 acres of state inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The unit is primarily natural. Imprints of man include 3 jeep
trails along the NW, NE, and SE boundaries and 6 prospect trenches in Section

9, T. 7 S., R. 10 E. Their cumulative impacts are not substantially noticeable

in the unit as a whole. Recommended WSA boundary adjustments would exclude

the jeep trail in the NE part of the unit.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit contains outstanding opportunities for
solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. Rugged topography, limited
access, and large size contribute to opportunities for solitude. Outstanding
recreational opportunities include hiking, sightseeing, photography, and
nature -study.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains biological and geological supplemental
values.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for wilderness
study. The recommended WSA contains 15,570 acres of public land.
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Carrizozo Lava Flow NM-030-110A 36,695 acres

Unit Description

This unit, located 4 miles west of Carrizozo, NM, consists of the Carrizozo
Lava Flow south of Hwy. 380 and flat to rolling desert grasslands to the west
and south. Vegetation consists of cacti/grass associations with some pinyon-
juniper in the lava flow.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to revised estimates, the number of acres being intensively
inventoried is 38,160. Two roads divide unit 030-llOA into 3 roadless

areas greater than 5,000 acres: South-10,440 acres, Northwest-6,190,

Northeast-20,065 acres.

NATURALNESS: The Southern area contains 7 miles of jeep trail, 3 dirt tanks,
a powerline, and a telephone line. These imprints cumulatively impact the
naturalness of this area.

The naturalness of the Northwest area is cumulatively impacted by 7 spreader
dams, 2 dirt tanks, 8 miles of jeep trail, 4 tubs, 3 miles of pipeline, and a

30,000 gallon white storage tank conspicuously located on top of a hill.

The lava flow portion of the Northeast area appears natural and comprises the
recommended WSA. Imprints of man (2 miles of jeep trail) are negligible.
Boundary adjustments would exclude an abandoned well, 2 dirt tanks, 5 spreader
dams, 9 miles of jeep trail, and 2 mineral material sales sites from the WSA.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The rough topography and diverse vegetation of the
lava flow enhance outstanding opportunities for solitude within the recommended
WSA. Outstanding opportunities for hiking, hunting, photography, and sightseeing
are available within the recommended WSA.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains geological and biological supplemental
values.

Recommendation

A portion of this unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for
wilderness study. The recommended WSA contains 11,000 acres of public land.
There are no state or private inholdings.
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Brokeoff Mountains NM-030-112 58,200 acres

Unit Description

Located 35 miles SW of Carlsbad, this unit contains the Brokeoff Mtns. and
gently sloping to flat westward- radiating alluvial fans. The topography is

characterized by numerous rugged, rocky, and steep canyons. Vegetation
consists of desert shrub, cacti, and grasses with sparse pinyon-juniper at
higher elevations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Roads identified in inventory reduced the size of the unit and divided
it into 3 roadless areas (North, South, and East) greater than 5,000 acres.
Two of these areas are proposed WSAs: North Brokeoff Mtns. (030-112A, 13,780
acres public land, 640 acres state inholdings) and South Brokeoff Mtns. (C30-112B,
9,720 acres public land). The South Brokeoffs are contiguous to a designated
National Park Service wilderness in the Guadalupe Mountains National Park.

NATURALNESS: The two recommended WSAs generally appear natural. Imprints
within 030-112A include 5 steel tanks, associated jeep trails (NE edge of unit)
and 2 dirt tanks. Proposed WSA, 030-112B, contains 2 abandoned dirt tanks, a shack,
and 2 jeep trails. The cumulative impacts of these developments are not substantially
noticeable in either proposed WSA.

The East Brokeoff Mtns. (030-112C) do not appear natural. Big Ridge is the
major topographic feature in this area. A N-S jeep trail, fenceline, and a

green steel tank are located on the Ridge. Due to the location of these imprints
coupled with the size and shape of the unit, naturalness is cumulatively and
negatively impacted.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Both proposed WSAs contain outstanding opportunities
for solitude and primitive recreation. The numerous rugged canyons in both areas
are far removed from the sights and sounds of man. Outstanding hiking, rock climbing
photography, and sightseeing opportunities are available. The v;estern boundaries
for both proposed WSAs was drawn along the 3,900 elevation mark to exclude portions
of the unit lacking outstanding opportunities due to inadequate vegetative or
topographic screening.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: No known supplemental values exist within the unit.

Recommendation

Two areas within this unit contain wilderness characteristics and qualify for
wilderness study (see above for acreages).
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Little Dog Canyon NM-030-114 16,455 acres

Unit Description

Little Dog Canyon is located 25 miles southeast of Pinon, New Mexico
and 20 miles north of the New Mexico/Texas border. The northeast
boundary is contiguous with U.S. Forest Service RARE II Area
#3-074 which was designated for further planning. The western
portion of the unit consists of creosote flats while, to the east.
Little Dog and several smaller canyons cut into the Guadalupe Rim.
Vegetation consists of creosote, cacti and grass associations in the
lower elevations and cacti/grass associations of higher elevations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Roads identified during the intensive inventory divide this
unit into four separate areas with each being contiquous to the
RARE II unit. Lands along the western boundary which lack natural-
ness have been excluded. The recommended WSA acreage is 4,787.
There are no State or private inhol dings.

NATURALNESS: There are no imprints of man within the recommended
WSA and the area generally appears to be natural. The southwest
boundary of the recommended area lies along a jeep trail and
fence line running northwest to southeast. Recommended boundary
adjustments exclude a dirt tank, a steel storage tank, 4 miles of
jeep trail and several fence lines.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: When considered independently of the
Forest Service RARE II unit. Little Dog Canyon does not offer
outstanding opportunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined
type of recreation. However, when these areas are evaluated in

conjunction with the RARE II unit, outstanding opportunities are
present.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no supplemental values within the
unit.

Recommendation

Portions of this unit contain wilderness characteristics and 4,787 acres
are recommended for wilderness study.
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Wind Mountain NM-030-135 7,720 acres

Unit Description

This unit lies 67 air miles SE of Alamogordo, NM in the Cornudas Mountains.
The NM-Texas border forms the southern boundary. The major physiographic
features of the unit are a portion of Wind Mountain and the northern edge of
Chattfield Mountain. Vegetation is predominantly cacti/grass associations
with creosote to the NE and east.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a revised estimate, the number of acres being intensivply
inventoried is 6,045. There are no State or private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: The unit does not appear to be natural. The unit contains a

2-track jeep trail in the SW part of the unit, a fenceline on the west side
of Wind Mountain, and an abandoned dirt tank in the SE portion of the unit.
A well and corral are located in the canyon between Wind Mountain and Chatt-
field Mountain. Due to the locations of these imprints, their cumulative
impacts are substantially noticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities for
solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. The configuration of the
unit (most of the north slope of Wind Mountain is outside of ' the unit) combined
with limited topographic and vegetative screening restrict opportunities for
solitude. Visitors would tend to concentrate between Wind and Chattfield Mts.,
and the sights and sounds of others would be unavoidable. The unit's small
size and irregular shape also reduce opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreation to less than outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no known supplemental values in the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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Flat Top NM-030-136 5,340 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 65 air miles SE of Alamogordo, MM, near the NM/Texas

border. The unit contains a mesa-like eroded intrusive igneous mountain and

surrounding hills and flats. Vegetation consists of desert shrub, cacti, and

shortgrasses.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a revised estimate, the number of acres being intensively

inventoried is 5,120. There are no State or private inhol dings.

NATURALNESS: This unit generally appears natural. The unit contains

approximately 1 mile of jeep trail, a dirt tank and 1.5 miles of powerline.

The powerline is in trespass and for the purpose of wilderness inventory, was

ignored. The cumulative impacts of these imprints are not substantially

noticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities for solitude

and primitive and unconfined recreation. Flat Top Mt. rises from slightly rolling

terrain and covers less than 3 sections. It is possible to see most of the unit

from the sides of the mountain. The small size of the unit coupled with the

lack of topographic or vegetative screening reduce opportunities to avoid the

sights and sounds of man. The portion of the unit that would be of interest

to recreationists. Flat Top Mt. itself, is not large enough to offer outstanding

opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are no known supplemental values within the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness

study.
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Alamo Mountain NM-030-137 5,090 acres

Unit Description

This unit lies approximately 65 air miles SSE of Alamogordo, NM in the

Cornudas Mountains. The unit is bound on the south by the New Mexico/
Texas border. Alamo Mountain dominates the unit (elevation 6670 feet).

The NW and west boundaries lie along the base of the mountain. The eastern

and southern portions of the unit consist of sloping to flat terrain. Vege-

tation consists of grass associations in the higher elevations and grass/cacti

associations in the lower elevations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a revised estimate, the number of acres being intensively
inventoried is 5,130. There are no State or private inhol dings.

NATURALNESS: The unit does not generally appear natural. The unit contains

2 dirt tanks, abandoned building foundations (filled with trash), and a N-S

fenceline through the western portion of the unit. The location of these

imprints in combination with the unit's small size results in a cumulative

impact on naturalness that is substantially noticeable in the unit as a

whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. The unit's small size,

topography, sparse vegetation, and configuration (the NE portion of the

mountain is outside the unit) make it difficult to avoid the sights and

sounds of others. The portions of Alamo Mt. within the unit do not offer

opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation that are considered
outstanding.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: A part of the historical Butterfield Stage Station is

located in the unit.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness

study.
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Gulp Canyon NM-030-152 11,080 acres

Unit Description

This unit is located 22 air miles SSE of Alamogordo, NM in the northern part

of the McGregor Military Reservation. The unit contains rolling to very steep

limestone hills and the mountain footslopes of the Sacramentos. Vegetation

consists of grasses, desert shrub, yucca, and cacti, with some pinon-juniper

in the NE portion of the unit.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: The unit contains 11,080 acres of public land. There are no state or

private inhol dings. The recommended WSA contains 10,937 acres of public and

would exclude portions of the unit along the NW and Southern boundaries where

naturalness is locally impacted.

NATURALNESS: The unit as a whole generally appears natural. The recommended

WSA contains an abandoned and revegetating dirt tank, fences, and 2 miles of

jeep trail. The cumulative impacts of these imprints are not substantially

noticeable in the unit as a whole. Boundary adjustments would exclude a

raised aqueduct and 2-track jeep trail in the NW and 3 steel tanks and a dirt

dam along the southern boundary.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The area contains outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. The unit is remote and

rugged and offers good topographic screening for solitude. The unit's size,

configuration, and topography create outstanding and challenging opportunities

for hiking. Outstanding hunting opportunities are also available within the

unit.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains prehistoric cultural sites that may be

eligible for National Register status. The area may possibly provide habitat

for threatened and endangered animal species.

Recommendation

This unit contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies for wilderness

study. The recommended WSA contains 10,937 acres of public land.
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Cress Garden NM-030-155 H ,760

Unit Description

This unit is located in the NE corner of the McGregor Military Reservation.
Topography is mostly flat in the southern part of the unit. The central
portion of the unit is open and mesa-like, surrounded by more rolling
topography. Vegetation consists of grasses, yucca, and cacti with scattered
pinyon-juniper in the higher elevations.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Due to a revised estimate, this unit has been found to contain
13,260 acres of public land. There are no State or private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: This unit does not generally appear natural. The unit contains
6 large dirt tanks, 8 miles of jeep trails, 2 steel storage tanks, 2 drinking
troughs, an earth dike, and a sizeable cleaned ditch. The cumulative impacts
of these imprints are substantially noticeable in the unit as a whole.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The unit lacks outstanding opportunities for
solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation. Open areas in the southern
and north-central parts of the unit lack topographic screening. Vegetative
screening which would enhance solitude is sparse. Potential recreational
opportunities (hiking, hunting, sightseeing) are typical of opportunities
found throughout the district. The unit does not offer either an outstanding
diversity in types of recreation or an outstanding quality in any one
opportunity.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: There are prehistoric cultural sites found throughout
the unit. They may be eligible for national register status.

Recommendation

This unit lacks wilderness characteristics and does not qualify for wilderness
study.
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Mescal ero Sands NM-060-501 10,800 acres

Unit Description

Mescalern Sands is located approximately 37 miles east of Roswell,
New Mexico. The northern boundary of this unit is located 3 miles
south of U.S. Highway 380. Unit 501 is composed primarily of low
rolling sand dunes stabilized by a heavy cover of shinnery oak
vegetation. A few large active sand dunes are located in the
middle of the unit.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Originally this unit contained 10,800 acres. Boundary
adjustments have reduced the size to 10,575 acres. There is one
section of state inholding and no private inholdings.

NATURALNESS: Mescalero Sands generally appears natural. Develop-
ments within the unit consist of 11 vehicle trails, one abandoned
windmill with water tank, 2 wildlife waters and 17.5 miles of
barbed wire fences. The cumulative impact of these developments
is substantially unnoticeable due to the screening effect of the
rolling topography.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The hurmiocky micro-relief of this
unit provides natural screening and buffers visitors from one
another and provides an outstanding opportunity for solitude.
Mescalero Sands does not provide an outstanding opportunity
for unconfined recreation due to its configuration and numerous
intrusions.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: This unit contains cultural, scientific and
scenic values. .

Recommendation

Mescalero Sands contains wilderness characteristics and qualifies
for wilderness study.
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Texas Hill NM-060-810A 7,520 acres

Unit Description

Texas Hill Unit 810A is located approximately 39 miles due west of
Carlsbad, New Mexico. The unit's western boundary is the Lincoln
National Forest border. Topography of 810A is composed of rolling
limestone hills cut by numerous drainages. Vegetation is that of
the upper Chihuahuan desert.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: The area originally contained 7,520 acres, but boundary ad-
justments made during the intensive inventory reduced its size to
7,340 acres. There are no private or state inhol dings, but the
unit nearly surrounds 80 acres of state land and 300 acres of private
land.

NATURALNESS: 810A generally appears natural. Range developments in
the unit consist of two vehicle trails and 9% miles of barbed wire
fences.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: Texas Hill 810A provides an opportunity
to find solitude in its many drainages and hillsides. This unit
does provide some opportunity for primitive recreation activities,
none of which could be considered outstanding due to the unit's size
and especially its configuration.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: This area contains several cultural sites.

Recommendation

Texas Hill 810A meets the requirements necessary for it to become a
Wilderness Study Area.
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Texas Hill NM-060-810B 5,205 acres

Unit Description

Texas Hill Unit 81 OB is located 38 miles due west of Carlsbad,
New Mexico. This area is adjacent to Lincoln National Forest-
Guadalupe Ranger District. Topography ranges from flat mesa-
like hilltops to steeply rolling limestone hills cut by numerous
canyons and arroyos.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: Unit 810B originally contained 5,205 acres, but boundary
adjustments and a more accurate calculation of its size during the
intensive inventory increased this figure to 5,310 acres. In

addition, the unit contains an inholding of 40 acres of privately
owned land.

NATURALNESS: The imprints of man are substantially unnoticeable
within this area. Imprints in the unit are related to ranching
activities and consist of 1 corral, 1 dirt tank, 2 vehicle trails
and 9% miles of barbed wire fences.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: The canyons and arroyos provide areas of
solitude in the unit, but a road which almost divides the unit
hampers unconfined types of recreation.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: The unit contains numerous cultural sites
of archaeological interest.

Recommendation

Unit 810B contains wilderness characteristics and meets the require-
ments necessary for it to become a Wilderness Study Area.
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Texas Hill NM-060-810E 5,740 acres

Unit Description

Texas Hill Unit 81 OE is located 34 miles due west of Carlsbad,
New Mexico. Lincoln National Forest forms the southern and
western borders of this area. The topography of 810E ranges from
flat hilltops in its central core to steeply rolling limestone hills
and cliff faces cut by deep drainages along its borders. Vegetation
varies from the Chihuahuan desert plant community at lower elevations
to pinon-juniper at higher elevations near the western unit boundary.

Wilderness Characteristics

SIZE: This unit originally contained 5,740 acres. During the
intensive inventory additional road locations, new boundaries and
a more precise acreage calculation reduced the size of this unit
to 4,700 acres.

NATURALNESS: This area generally appears natural. It contains
range improvements which cumulatively impact the unit's naturalness.
Improvements consist of 2 vehicle trails, 1 steel water tank,
1 water tub for livestock and 5 miles of barbed wire fence with
2 more miles along the unit's eastern border.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES: There is only a minimal potential for
an individual to have a primitive and unconfined recreational
experience due to the unit's small size. The low growing vegetation
of the area does little to screen visitors from one another. The
physical characteristics of the area's deep drainages and rolling
hills does have a screening and buffering affect between visitors,
providing an outstanding opportunity for solitude.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: This unit contains numerous cultural sites,
caves and scenic vistas.

Recommendation
This unit is recommended to be dropped from further wilderness
consideration since it no longer meets the BLM's size requirements.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS

DEFINITIONS

Terminology specific to the BLM Wilderness Review Process has

evolved throughout the inventory process. To facilitate better

communication, the following terms elaborate on definitions already

given in the Wilderness Inventory Handbook :

Cherry stemming : An unofficial term used to describe the way an

inventory unit boundary is drawn to exclude a road that enters the

unit; the resulting boundary resembles a cherry stem.

Contiguous Lands : Lands or legal subdivisions having a common

boundary. Lands having only a common corner are not contiguous.

FLPMA : Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, which mandated

the BLM Wilderness Review. Often referred to and pronounced "FLIPMA."

Initial Inventory : The first step in the BLM wilderness review

process. Inventory units or roadless areas which are obviously

unsuitable for wilderness are separated from those which warrant

intensive inventory for wilderness characteristics.

Instant Study Areas : Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act mandated that all primitive or natural areas formally

identified prior to November 1, 1975, will be studied for wilderness

suitability and recommended to the President by July 1, 1980. There

are three such areas in New Mexico.

Intensive Inventory : The second major step in the BLM wilderness

review process. Roadless areas are carefully inventoried for wilderness

characteristics. The result of the intensive inventory is the

identification of wilderness study areas.

Inventory Unit : Areas or islands of public lands indexed for easy

reference at the start of the wilderness inventory. These units may

or may not be roadless. A roadless determination requires more

detailed field work.

Public Lands : Any land and interest in land owned by the United States

and administered by the Secretary of the Interior through the Bureau

of Land Management, without regard to how the United States acquired

ownership, except:

-- lands located on the Outer Continental Shelf

— lands held for the benefit of Indians, Aleuts, and

Eskimos

-- lands in which the United States retains the minerals,

but surface is private.
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RARE II : The wilderness inventory on lands administered by the
Secretary of Agriculture through the United States Forest Service.
The acronym stands for Roadless Area Review and Evaluation, and the
"11" signifies that it is the second time the Forest Service has
inventoried and evaluated the lands it administers.

Road: For the purposes of the BLM's wilderness inventory, the
following definition is adopted: "The word 'roadless' refers to
the absence of roads which have been improved and maintained by
mechanical means to insure relatively regular and continuous use. A
way maintained solely by the passage of vehicles does not constitute
a road."

To clarify this definition, the following subdefinitions also apply:

"Improved and maintained" - Actions taken physically by
man to keep the road open to vehicular traffic. "Improved"
does not necessarily mean formal construction. "Maintained"
does not necessarily mean annual maintenance.

"Mechanical means" - Use of hand or power machinery or
tools.

"Relatively regular and continuous use" - Vehicular use
which has occurred and will continue to occur on a
relatively regular basis. Examples are: access roads
for equipment to maintain a stock water tank or other
established water sources; access roads to maintained
recreation sites or facilities, or access roads to
mining claims.

Roadless : Refers to the absence of roads which have been improved
and maintained by mechanical means to ensure relatively regular and
continuous use. A way maintained solely by the passage of vehicles
does not constitute a road.

Roadless Area : That area which is roadless, as defined above, and
is bounded by a road, the edge of a right-of-way, other land ownership,
or a significant imprint of man.

Situation Evaluation : Each wilderness inventory unit, whether
roadless or not, has a situation evaluation written for it,
describing the roads, size, and general naturalness of the area.
These are the file documents associated with the initial inventory
and are available at the district and state BLM offices.

Solitude : Outstanding opportunities for solitude or primitive and
unconfined recreation are wilderness characteristics examined in the
intensive wilderness inventory. Factors contributing to opportunities
for solitude are vegetative screening, topographic relief, vistas and
physiographic variety.
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Supplemental Values : Features of ecological, geological, or other

scientific, educational, scenic, or historical value that may be

present in an inventory unit. These are not necessary criteria for

wilderness suitability, as is stated in the Wilderness Act of 1964,

but must be assessed during the intensive wilderness inventory.

Way : A two-wheel track created only by the passsage of vehicles. A

"way" is not a road.

Wilderness : The definition contained in Section 2(c) of the Wilderness

Act of 1964 is as follows: "A wilderness, in contrast with those

areas where man and his own works dominate the landscape, is hereby

recognized as an area where the earth and its community of life are

untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain.

Wilderness is an area of undeveloped federal land retaining its

primeval character and influence, without permanent improvements or

human habitation, which is protected and managed so as to preserve

its natural conditions and which (1) generally appears to have been

affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's

work substantially unnoticeable; (2) has outstanding opportunities
for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation; (3) has

at least 5,000 acres of land or is of sufficient size as to make

practicable its preservation and use in an unimparied condition;

and (4) may also contain ecological, geological, or other features

or scientific, educational, scenic, or historical value.

Wilderness Area : An area formally designated by Congress as part

of the National Wilderness Preservation System.

Wilderness Characteristics : Those characteristics of wilderness as

described in Section 2{c) of the Wilderness Act. These include

size, naturalness, solitude, primitive or unconfined type of

recreation, and supplemental values.

Wilderness Inventory : An evaluation of the public lands in the form

of a written description and a map showing those lands that meet the

wilderness criteria as established under Section 603(a) of FLPMA and

Section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act. The lands meeting the criteria

will be referred to as Wilderness Study Areas (WSA's). Those lands

identified as not meeting wilderness criteria will be released from

further wilderness consideration.

Wilderness Review : The term used to cover the entire wilderness

inventory, study and reporting phases of the wilderness program of

the BLM.

Wilderness Study : The process of analyzing and planning wilderness

preservation opportunities along with other resource opportunities

within the BLM's planning system.
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APPENDIX B: COUNTY SUMMARY TABLES

SUMMARY TABLE III

PROPOSED OR DESIGNATED WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS BY COUNTY

These figures reflect present proposed acreages and include both
entire units and BLM lands contiguous with roadless areas administered
by other agencies.

County BLM District Name Number Acreage

McKin ley Albuquerque Ignacio Chavez NM-010-20 23,928

Torrence Albuquerque Manzano NM-010-92 845

Sandoval Albuquerque Ignacio Chavez NM-010-20 8,320
Albuquerque Chamisa NM-010-21 11,091
Albuquerque Cabezon NM-010-22 8,048
Albuquerque Empedrado NM-010-63 8,419
Albuquerque La Lena NM-010-63A 9,359

45,237

San Miguel Albuquerque Sabinosa NM-010-55 15,760

Rio Arriba Albuquerque- Navajo Peak NM-010-59 7,750
Albuquerque San Antonio-

West
NM-010-35 7,050

14,800

Chaves Roswell Mescal ero Sands NM-060-501 10,575

Eddy Ro swell Texas Hi 11 -West NM-060-810A 7,340
Roswell Texas Hi 11 -West NM-060-810B 5,310
Roswell Mudgetts NM-060-819 2,728*
Roswell Mudgetts NM-060-819A 213

15,591

Hidalgo Las Cruces Black Mountain NM-030-003 5,800
Las Cruces Cowboy Spring NM-030-007 6,920
Las Cruces Gila Box NM-030-023 8,212*
Las Cruces Blue Creek NM-030-026 11,054
Las Cruces Big Hatchet

Mountains NM-030-035 65,950*
Las Cruces Alamo Hueco

Mountains NM-030-038 20,840
118,776

*These are units which have undergone significant
boundary adjustments due to a lack of wilderness
characteristics.
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APPENDIX B: COUNTY SUMMARY TABLES

SUMMARY TABLE III

PROPOSED OR DESIGNATED WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS BY COUNTY

County BLM District Name Number Acreage

Grant Las Cruces Gila Box NM-030-023 818

Las Cruces Blue Creek NM-030-026 2,530

Las Cruces Grapevine Spring NM-030-028 5,200
8,548

Luna Las Cruces Cooke Range NM-030-031 19,870*

Las Cruces Florida
Mountains NM-030-034A 18,904*

Las Cruces West Potrillo
Mountains NM-030-052A 9,225*

47,999

Dona Ana Las Cruces Aden Lava Flow NM-030-053 24,790
Las Cruces Mine House

Spring NM-030-074 7,200*

Las Cruces West Potrillo
Mountains NM-030-052A 122,520*

154,510

Lincoln Las Cruces Little Black
Peak NM-030-109 15,570

Las Cruces Carrizozo Lava

Flow-NE NM-030-110A 11,000*
26,570

Otero Las Cruces Brokeoff
Mountains-N NM-030-112A 13,780*

Las Cruces Gulp Canyon NM-030-152 10,937

Las Cruces Sacramento
Escarpment NM-030-104B 2,500*

Las Cruces Brokeoff
Mountains-S NM-030-112B 9,720*

Las Cruces Little Dog

Canyon NM-030-114 4,787*

Las Cruces Pup Canyon NM-030-115 1 ,920*

Las Cruces Rim NM-030-124 3,853*

Las Cruces Bug Scuffle
Canyon NM-030-165 1 ,830*

49,327

*These are units which have undergone significant

boundary adjustments due to a lack of wilderness
characteristics.
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SUMMARY TABLE III

PROPOSED OR DESIGNATED WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS BY COUNTY

County BLM District Name Number Acreage

Sierra Las Cruces Jornada Lava
Flow NM-030-081 3,659*

Valencia Socorro Rimrock
(Cebolla Canyon) NM-020-007 29,430

Socorro Sand Canyon NM-020-008 8,320
Socorro Little Rimrock NM-020-009 9,540
Socorro Pinon NM-020-010 13,160
Socorro Petaca Pinta NM-020-014 12,440*

72,890

Catron Socorro Mesita Blanca NM-020-018 20,760*
Socorro Eagle Peak NM-020-019 42,500*
Socorro Horse Mountain NM-020-043 5,140
Socorro Continental

Divide (Pelona
Divide) NM-020-044/45 72,200

140,600

Socorro Socorro Sierra Ladrones NM-020-016 38,922
Socorro Verantio NM-020-035 7,480
Socorro Las Canas NM-020-038 16,750
Socorro Devil 's

Backbone NM-020-047A 8,860
Socorro Devil 's Reach NM-020-047B 840
Socorro Magdalena A NM-020-048A 3,640*
Socorro Magdalena B NM-020-048B 320
Socorro Magdalena C NM-020-048C 400
Socorro Antelope

(Little Yucca) NM-020-053 20,710
Socorro Jornada del

Muerto NM-020-055 25,260*
123,182

*These are units which have undergone significant
boundary adjustments due to a lack of wilderness
characteristics.
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SUMMARY TABLE III

PROPOSED OR DESIGNATED WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS BY COUNTY

Designated Wilderness Study Areas

County BLM District Name Number Acreage

San Juan Albuquerque Bisti

Albuquerque Denazin
Albuquerque Ah-she-sle

NM-010-057
NM-Ol 0-004

-pah NM-010-009

3,520
19,000*
6,000
28,520

Designated Instant Study Areas

County BLM District Name Acreage

Chaves
Hidalgo

Valencia

Roswell
Las Cruces

Socorro

Mathers
Guadalupe

Canyon
El Mai pais

360
4,146

115,000
119,506

*These are units which have undergone significant
boundary adjustments due to a lack of wilderness
characteristics.
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SUMMARY TABLE IV

UNITS IN WHICH A WILDERNESS STUDY AREA RECOMMENDATION
IS BEING DEFERRED, BY COUNTY

County BLM District Name Number Acreage

Socorro Socorro Presilla NM-020-037 9,000

Eddy Roswell Lechuguilla
Canyon NM-060-803 1,167

Roswell Lonesome Ridge/
Calamity Cove NM-060-801/814 2,443

Roswell Fawn Valley NM-060-820 700
4,310

Eddy Las Cruces Devil 's Den
Canyon NM-030-145 320

Las Cruces McKittrick
Canyon NM-030-146 120

440
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APPENDIX C: FEDERAL LAWS

FEDERAL LAWS DIRECTING THE BLM WILDERNESS REVIEW

There are two laws directing the BLM's wilderness review program:

the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 and the Wilderness

Act of 1964.

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act directs the BLM to review

all roadless areas of 5,000 acres or more for wilderness values and

report, through the Secretary and the President, its recommendations

to Congress. During this review the BLM is directed to manage these

areas so that wilderness values are not impaired. The exact Congressional

wording is quoted below:

"Sec. 603. (a) Within fifteen years after the date of approval

of this Act, the Secretary shall review those roadless areas

of five thousand acres or more and roadless islands of the

public lands, identified during the inventory required by

Section 201 (a) of this Act as having wilderness characteristics

described in the Wilderness Act of September 3, 1964 . . . and

shall from time to time report to the President his recommen-

dation as to the suitability or nonsuitability of each such

area or island for preservation as wilderness: Provided, That

prior to any recommendations for the designation of an area

as wilderness the Secretary shall cause mineral surveys to

be conducted by the Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines

to determine the mineral values, if any, that may be present

in such areas ....

(c) During the period of review of such areas and until

Congress has determined otherwise, the Secretary shall

continue to manage such lands according to his authority

under this Act and other applicable law in a manner so

as not to impair the suitability of such areas for

preservation as wilderness, subject, however, to the

continuation of existing mining and grazing uses and

mineral leasing in the manner and degree in which the same

was being conducted on the date of approval of this Act:

Provided, That in managing the public lands the Secretary

shall by regulation or otherwise take any action required

to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the lands

and their resources or to afford environmental protection."
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The Wilderness Act of 1964 outlined Congress' policy concerning what
a wilderness is. The BLM will be reviewing the public lands to see
if these values do or do not exist. Congress' exact wording follows:

"Sec. 2.

(c) A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man
and his works dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized
as an area where the earth and its community of life are
untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does
not remain. An area of wilderness is further defined to
mean in this Act an area of undeveloped Federal land
retaining its primeval character and influence, without
permanent improvements or human habitation, which is
protected and managed so as to preserve its natural
conditions and which (1) generally appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the
imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable

;

(2) has outstanding opportunities for solitude or a
primitive and unconfined type of recreation; (3) has at
least five thousand acres of land or is of sufficient
size as to make practical its preservation and use in
an unimpaired condition; and (4) may also contain
ecological, geological or other features of scientific
educational, scenic, or historical values."

These two laws, and these provisions in particular, are the basis for
the BUA's wilderness program.
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APPENDIX D: PUBLIC COMMENT GUIDE

NEW MEXICO WILDERNESS INVENTORY

PUBLIC COMMENT GUIDE

The back cover of this book is arranged to assist you in making
comments about BLM's WSA proposals. The following guide will help
you provide BLM accurate information.

REMEMBER :

During the Initial Inventory which involved field checks and a

public review, inventory units were identified which may have been
roadless, of adequate size, and could possess wilderness
characteristics. These are the inventory units about which you
are now commenting. An inventory unit will be designated a Wilderness
Study Area (WSA) if, in addition to being roadless and of adequate
size, it has wilderness characteristics as defined in Section 2(c)
of the Wilderness Act of 1964, as required by Section 603 of the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976. These wilderness
characteristics are listed below and on the back page with a space
for your comments. Information on how these factors are evaluated
by the BLM are found in the Public Involvement section of this
book and in the BLM Wilderness Inventory Handbook , dated September 1978.

PLEASE NOTE :

Other resource values and potential conflicts are not a consideration
in the designation of Wilderness Study Areas. These considerations
will be addressed during the study phase of the wilderness review,
which will begin after September 1980.

The following items refer to the comment sheet on the back of this

book:

1. Please list the specific inventory unit number of the area about
which you are making comments.

2. Please list your name and address.

3. Naturalness

Does the area generally appear to have been affected primarily
by the forces of nature, with imprint of man's work substantially
unnoticeable? Why?

4. Solitude, or Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Do outstanding opportunities for either exist? Why?
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APPENDIX D: PUBLIC COMMENT GUIDE

5. Supplemental Values

Does the unit contain ecological, geological, or other values?
(The presence of supplemental values, is not a prerequisite for an
area to qualify as a WSA.)

6. Reclamation

Can the imprints of man in the unit be reclaimed to a substantially
unnoticeable condition? How?

7. Roadless and Size

Is the unit roadless and 5,000 acres in size, or does the unit
contain a parcel of public land which is roadless, less than 5,000
acres in size, and a manageable unit which can be preserved in
an unimpaired condition?

8. Additional Comments

Any additional comments, please include them on this page.

I
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New Mexico State Office

Federal & Post Office Bldg.

P. 0. Box 1449

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

Telephone (505) 988-6243

State Director: Arthur W. Zimmerman

Wilderness Specialist: Dan Wood

Albuquerque District Office

3550 Pan American Freeway, NE

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

Telephone (505) 766-2455

District Manager: L. Paul Applegate

Wilderness Specialist: Randy Botkin

Socorro District Office
200 Neel Avenue, NW

Socorro, New Mexico 87801

Telephone (505) 835-0412
District Manager: Arlen P. Kennedy
Wilderness Specialist: Kent Carlton

Las Cruces District Office

1705 North Valley Drive

P. 0. Box 1420

Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001

Telephone (505) 523-5571

District Manager: Daniel C.B. Rathbun

Wilderness Specialist: Gary Marsh

Roswell District Office

1717 W. Second Street
Featherstone Farms Street

P. 0. Box 1397
Telephone (505) 522-7670

District Manager: James H. O'Connor

Wilderness Specialist: Buzz Hummel

March 1980
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PUBLIC COMMENT SHEET

1. From 2.

Name
Inventory Unit Number

Address
Date

Please refer to comment guide before completing this page.

You may duplicate this form if commenting on more than one area.

3. Naturalness:

4. Solitude:

5. Supplemental Values:
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6. Reclamation: (Please refer to Comment Guide)

7. Roadless and size:

8. Additional comments:

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
PO. BOX 1449

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
POSTAGE AND FEES PAID

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

INT 415

OFFICIAL BUSINESS

PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE, S300

WILDERNESS

Bureau of Land Management (912)

P.O. Box 1449

Santa Fe, NM 87501


